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G
iven the extensive use of nuclear terms of art throughout this text—some novel, others employed in unconventional ways—the glos-
sary has been placed at the front of this monograph. This will enable readers to become familiar with these terms before proceeding further. Terms are not listed alphabetically, but in order of appearance, or with related concepts.

General

Nuclear proliferation. The spread of nuclear know-
how, materials, technology, or weapons to non–nuclear
weapons states. It can refer to the process whereby a
non–nuclear weapons state acquires weapons, or helps
others to do so.

Iran’s Nuclear Options: Buildup, Breakout, or Bomb

Buildup (i.e., fissile material buildup). As used in
this monograph, the accumulation of a bomb’s worth
or more of high-enriched uranium (20% enriched and
higher) or weapons-grade fissile material in order to
create a “latent nuclear deterrent.”

Breakout (i.e., nuclear breakout). The production
of sufficient weapons-grade fissile material (i.e., 93%
enriched uranium) by a non–nuclear weapons state
party to the NPT to enable it to “break out” of its treaty
obligations by building a bomb. “Breakout time” refers
to how long it would take to produce enough weap-
ons-grade fissile material for one device—traditionally
the most difficult step in building a bomb—in an overt
breakout scenario (see below) using declared enrich-
ment capabilities. The fissile material would then need
to be weaponized, which would take additional time.

There are sneak-out, creep-out, and overt breakout
options:

Sneak-out involves the production of weapons-grade
fissile material at an undeclared and unsafeguarded
nuclear facility. This was the strategy adopted by Iran
between 1999 and 2003, and perhaps as late as 2009.

It may involve a clandestine breakout from the NPT
without a formal withdrawal from the treaty. Libya, Iraq,
North Korea, Syria, and Iran all attempted to sneak-
out and were caught before succeeding. Iran may try
again, while North Korea has since conducted an overt
breakout.

Creep-out entails a slow-motion breakout charac-
terized by the incremental increase of fissile material
production at safeguarded facilities to create an option
for an overt breakout, or a sneak-out by diverting fissile
material to a clandestine site for reprocessing, further
enrichment, and/or weaponization.

Overt breakout may involve (1) the use of declared
facilities to produce sufficient weapons-grade fissile
material for a bomb and its subsequent weaponization
elsewhere, in violation of a state party’s NPT obliga-
tions; or (2) withdrawal from the NPT as a prelude to
manufacture of the bomb. Because this is done overtly,
it entails a high degree of risk. North Korea is the only
NPT member state to have gone this route, though Iran
has also threatened on several occasions to withdraw
from the NPT.

This monograph employs a more expansive defini-
tion of “nuclear breakout” than is traditionally used in
the proliferation literature. It applies this definition to
ambiguous activities—such as the diversion of high-en-
riched or weapons-grade uranium to unsafeguarded
sites—that are leading indicators of likely intent to pro-
liferate. The traditional definition, by contrast, generally
focuses on activities related to the manufacture of a
bomb—lagging indicators of intent to proliferate that
may preclude timely warning and an effective response.
Redefining “breakout” this way is necessary so that a
country like Iran that has repeatedly violated its safe-
guards agreements and NPT obligations cannot exploit
ambiguity in order to advance its nuclear ambitions.

Bomb (i.e., nuclear weapon). A nuclear explosive
device that has been miniaturized and hardened to with-
stand vibration, g-forces, and heat so that it can be deliv-
ered by aircraft, missiles, or other means. It depends on a
nuclear reaction (fission or fusion) to produce destructive
blast, heat, radiation, and electromagnetic effects. The
term *bomb* may be used to refer to nuclear weapons of all types (e.g., aerial bombs, missile warheads, artillery rounds, torpedoes, and mines).

**Latency, Hedging, and Nuclear Threshold Status**

**Nuclear latency.** The capability to develop nuclear weapons, whether or not intent is present. Nuclear hedging equals nuclear latency plus intent.

**Nuclear hedging.** A strategy of pursuing, maintaining, or appearing to maintain a viable option for the production of nuclear weapons using domestic capabilities.

**Nuclear threshold state.** A state with the ability to conduct a nuclear breakout and produce nuclear weapons using domestic capabilities. States with mature nuclear programs that are engaged in hedging have generally achieved some sort of threshold status—though proximity to the “threshold” may vary greatly. Thus, threshold status covers a spectrum: from *nascent* to *advanced* nuclear threshold states, to *borderline nuclear weapons states*. By this definition, Iran has been a threshold state for over a decade, and is now an advanced nuclear threshold state. If it were to master the steps required to build the bomb, it would be a borderline nuclear weapons state.

**Borderline nuclear weapons state.** A threshold state possessing a bomb’s worth or more of high-enriched or weapons-grade fissile material and the know-how, skills, and infrastructure needed to rapidly manufacture a nuclear weapon—perhaps in a matter of weeks.

**Nuclear reversal.** When a state actively pursuing nuclear weapons halts or reverses aspects of its effort to acquire the bomb and settles for a hedging strategy—at least temporarily.

**Nuclear rollback.** When a nuclear aspirant abandons its ambitions, or a nuclear weapons state disarms.

**Latent, Non-Weaponized, and Weaponized Nuclear Deterrence**

**Latent (nuclear) deterrence.** A form of “nuclear deterrence without the bomb” pursued by a threshold state through the stockpiling of fissile material, which plays on the concerns of adversaries that it might respond to perceived threats by building a nuclear weapon.

**Non-weaponized (nuclear) deterrence.** The maintenance of nuclear weapons in an unassembled state to prevent inadvertent use, reduce tensions, and bolster strategic stability. Weapons components (fissile-material cores and weapons assemblies) are maintained separately, and can be assembled and then mated with the appropriate delivery system within hours or days. Some scholars claim that because of ambiguities in Article II of the NPT, the manufacture of nuclear

---

**Abbreviations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E3</td>
<td>Britain, France, and Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E3/EU+3</td>
<td>Britain, France, Germany, European Union, China, Russia, and United States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IAEA</td>
<td>International Atomic Energy Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRGC</td>
<td>Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JCPOA</td>
<td>Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPOA</td>
<td>Joint Plan of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPT</td>
<td>Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLBM</td>
<td>submarine-launched ballistic missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNSCR</td>
<td>United Nations Security Council resolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMD</td>
<td>weapons of mass destruction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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weapons components per se would not violate an NPT member state’s treaty obligations. Thus, Section T of Annex 1 of the JCPOA explicitly proscribed certain activities that could contribute to the development of a nuclear explosive device. It is not clear, however, whether the IAEA and JCPOA member states have the ability to verify Iran’s compliance with these provisions of the JCPOA.

**Weaponized (nuclear) deterrence.** Deterrence as typically practiced by nuclear weapons states involving an implied or explicit threat to use nuclear weapons.

**Strategy and Policy**

**Shaping.** A strategic approach that entails the often subtle use of all instruments of national power (diplomatic, informational, military, economic, and cyber) to influence an adversary’s choices by: altering its assessment of risks, costs, and benefits; changing its geopolitical environment (domestic, regional, and global); and using suasion and coercion to convince the adversary that Washington’s desired policy outcome is also in its own best interests. Shaping strategies thus rely on both direct and indirect methods to produce a more sustainable outcome than can be achieved by strategies relying mainly on coercion, because they entail a degree of adversary buy-in. The shaping strategy proposed in this monograph involves convincing Tehran that the pursuit of a buildup, breakout, or bomb would jeopardize other important Iranian policy objectives, and would entail potentially prohibitive risks and costs for indeterminate benefits. A term drawn originally from U.S. military doctrine, it has been redefined here to serve the needs of civilian statecraft.

**Sources**

Executive Summary

As these words are being written, Iran is rapidly building up a stockpile of high-enriched uranium—the culmination of a decades-long effort to become an advanced nuclear threshold state with a nuclear weapons option. In the months and years to come, efforts to dissuade and deter Tehran from pursuing a fissile material build-up, a nuclear breakout, or a bomb will be central to U.S. policy, whether or not Washington succeeds in reviving the multilateral 2015 nuclear deal with Iran (the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action, or JCPOA).

While diplomacy, economic sanctions, and offers of sanctions relief will remain fundamental to these efforts, the United States will need to use all elements of national power—diplomatic, informational, military, economic, and cyber—to shape Tehran’s proliferation calculus and dissuade it from engaging in activities that could lead to a latent nuclear deterrent or the means to build a bomb.

Between 1999 and 2003, Iran had a clandestine crash program to manufacture nuclear weapons. Public exposure of the program in August 2002 and fear of an attack following the March 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq led Tehran to conclude that the potential risks and costs of active proliferation (i.e., building a bomb) were greater than previously anticipated. Accordingly, it largely halted weapons work in October 2003 while continuing with low-signature weapons-related activities, as well as overt and clandestine enrichment efforts. After these clandestine efforts were revealed in 2009, Iran adopted a hedging strategy that has enabled it to continue developing many of the capabilities needed for a nuclear weapons program, while managing the risk of doing so.

This hedging strategy has produced a cautious, go-slow approach that on several occasions has led Iran to temporarily halt or reverse elements of its nuclear program in order to achieve other important objectives (avoiding diplomatic censure, obtaining sanctions relief, gaining recognition of its “right to enrich”). At the same time, Iran worked to advance other parts of its nuclear program while accelerating its missile and drone programs, building up its naval forces, and bolstering proxies and partners in the region. Iran’s hedging strategy, by creating a latent deterrent capability, may confer many of the benefits of a nuclear arsenal without the risks and costs of active proliferation.

This ambiguous and perhaps ambivalent strategy, however, may create opportunities for U.S.-led efforts to shape the Islamic Republic’s proliferation choices by playing on Tehran’s concerns about the risks and costs of proliferating, while fostering doubts about the utility of nuclear weapons. In this way, the United States may further delay Iran’s nuclear program—buying time to develop additional sources of leverage and to shape the regional environment in ways that may help persuade the Islamic Republic to curb its nuclear ambitions.

Conventional wisdom says that Tehran does not yield to pressure—it yields only to severe pressure. But by relying mainly on economic sanctions to coerce Iran, the United States has become overly dependent on only one of the tools in its policy kit—while Tehran’s efforts to build a self-reliant “resistance economy” and the changing geopolitics of oil and gas could limit the efficacy of economic sanctions as a source of leverage.

Some critics claim, moreover, that only a credible threat of force can stop Iran from getting the bomb. This approach is often based on an implicit assumption that Iran is single-mindedly fixated on nuclear weapons. The result is a policy approach narrowly focused on disruption and deterrence. Yet while the credible threat of force is essential to an effective shaping strategy, it may not be sufficient, as military threats are but one of several factors that likely shape Tehran’s proliferation calculus.

Furthermore, a preventive military strike may not always be possible: intelligence sources may dry up; hardening, burying, and dispersal may eventually put Iran’s nuclear program beyond reach; and crises elsewhere in the world may preclude effective U.S. military action.

A strategy to shape Iran’s proliferation calculus is more likely to succeed, then, if it takes a broad-based, holistic approach to the problem. It should rely on sustainable forms of pressure and seek to influence as many of the factors making up Iran’s proliferation calculus as possible. Such a strategy should not rely exclusively on coercion; it should subtly seek to persuade
Iranian decisionmakers that their nuclear weapons ambitions will jeopardize other vital objectives, and that proliferation restraint is therefore in the Islamic Republic’s long-term interest.

A shaping strategy will be necessary whether or not the United States and Iran return to mutual compliance with the JCPOA, and it should play on or foster concerns among Iranian decisionmakers about:

- Iran becoming an isolated pariah state—preventing it from reshaping the international system in accordance with its interests
- The destabilizing potential of harsh sanctions—especially if combined with efforts to foment unrest in the Islamic Republic through a campaign of sabotage and subversion
- America’s unpredictability and the possibility it will ultimately prove willing to use force to thwart Iran’s nuclear ambitions
- The destruction that would be inflicted by an Israeli or U.S. preventive strike against Iran’s nuclear program, which could morph into a broader campaign against military, economic, and leadership targets
- The vulnerability of nuclear weapons to sabotage and cyberattacks, turning a nascent nuclear arsenal into a double-edged sword that could be used against Iran
- The destabilizing impact of the deployment of both conventional- and nuclear-armed missiles, which could undermine the utility of Iran’s conventional missile force and increase the potential for miscalculation in a crisis or war
- Iran’s acute vulnerability to even a limited nuclear strike due to the political, economic, and military centrality of Tehran, resulting in an unprecedented national disaster
- The limited military utility of nuclear weapons for regime protection and power projection
- The potential for a regional nuclear cascade that could pose an existential threat to Iran

Some shaping activities—such as influence operations to heighten Tehran’s concerns about the risks, costs, and uncertain benefits of nuclear weapons—should be persistent and ongoing. Others should lay the foundation for actions—diplomatic isolation, the enforcement of harsh sanctions, a campaign of sabotage and subversion, and, as a last resort, military action—that would be implemented only if Iran crossed U.S. red lines.

The overarching goal should be to dissuade or deter Iran from pursuing a nuclear buildup, breakout, or bomb. To this end, Washington should seek broad agreement with allies and partners regarding nuclear red lines whose crossing would prompt unprecedented pressure on Iran (including the possibility of military action) in order to prevent the:

- Stockpiling of high-enriched uranium (a red line that has already been crossed) or the production of weapons-grade fissile material—providing a latent nuclear deterrent
- Diversion of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium to unsafeguarded hide sites or clandestine enrichment or weaponization facilities—providing a “bombproof” breakout capability
- Research, development, or production of nuclear weapons components and their assembly into a bomb—providing a weaponized nuclear deterrent

These red lines should be quietly conveyed to Tehran, though a successful shaping strategy would hopefully obviate the need to enforce them. Washington, however, faces a dilemma. Iran is already producing high-enriched uranium, leaving the United States or its allies with precious little time to respond should the Islamic Republic move quickly to enrich to weapons grade. Washington, then, should pressure Tehran to halt—and, if possible, reverse—its ongoing buildup of high-enriched uranium, leaving all means available short of military force, while making clear that the United States will use military force to prevent the production of weapons-grade fissile material.

Although the Islamic Republic’s long-running nuclear program has yet to yield a weapon, it may be nearing an inflection point. In preparing for his succession, Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has promoted a new generation of ideological hardliners who will determine Iran’s future policy, and whose commitment to hedging is uncertain.

Washington should therefore be prepared for the possibility that Tehran may rethink its hedging strategy and revert to active proliferation. Iran might attempt a slow-motion breakout in plain sight (if it is not doing so already) or resume the clandestine pursuit of nuclear weapons. Or, more likely, it may climb to the next rung of the proliferation ladder—moving incrementally to produce weapons-grade uranium or resume secret weapons work. This only underscores the urgent need for a shaping strategy to influence the Islamic Republic’s proliferation calculus and “keep the hedger hedging,” lest inaction contribute to the very outcome that the United States has been working for decades to avoid.
As these words are being written, Iran is rapidly building up a stockpile of high-enriched uranium—the culmination of a decades-long effort to become an advanced nuclear threshold state with a nuclear weapons option. In the months and years to come, efforts to dissuade and deter Tehran from pursuing a fissile material buildup, a nuclear breakout, or a bomb will be central to U.S. policy toward the Islamic Republic. This will be so whether or not Washington succeeds in reviving the 2015 nuclear deal—formally known as the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA)—between the Islamic Republic and the United States, Britain, France, Germany, Russia, China, and the European Union. (For an explanation of terms used in this book, see the Glossary.

While diplomacy, economic sanctions, and offers of sanctions relief will remain fundamental to these efforts, the United States along with its allies and partners will need to use all elements of national power—diplomatic, informational, military, economic, and cyber—to shape Tehran’s proliferation calculus and dissuade it from engaging in activities that could provide it with a latent nuclear deterrent or the means to build a bomb (see figure 1).

Between 1999 and 2003, Iran had a clandestine crash program to manufacture nuclear weapons. Public exposure of the program in August 2002 and the fear of attack following the March 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq led Tehran to largely halt weapons work in October 2003 and the months that followed, while continuing with low-signature weapons-related activities, as well as overt and clandestine enrichment efforts. After the latter were discovered in 2009, Iran adopted a hedging strategy that has enabled it to make incremental progress toward developing many of the capabilities needed for a nuclear weapons program, while managing the risk of doing so.5

This hedging strategy has taken the form of a cautious, go-slow approach that on several occasions has led Iran to temporarily halt or reverse elements of its nuclear program, in order to achieve other important objectives (avoiding diplomatic censure, obtaining sanctions relief, and gaining recognition of its “right to enrich”). At the same time, Iran worked to advance other parts of its nuclear program as well as the central pillars of its national security strategy—accelerating its missile and drone programs, building up its naval forces, and bolstering proxies and partners in Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Yemen, and the Palestinian territories.

Thanks in part to this hedging strategy, Iran may have the world’s longest-running nuclear weapons program yet to produce a bomb (see figure 2)—although several other factors led to delays which contributed to this outcome: personnel shortfalls, research and development bottlenecks, project management and systems-integration challenges, constraints created by foreign sanctions and export controls, and foreign sabotage. Iran is likewise the only country in the world producing high-enriched uranium that does not possess nuclear weapons.6 Yet Iran’s hedging strategy, by creating a latent deterrent capability, may confer many of the benefits of a nuclear arsenal without the risks and costs of active proliferation (i.e., building a bomb).

This ambiguous and perhaps ambivalent strategy, however, may create opportunities for U.S.-led efforts to shape the Islamic Republic’s proliferation choices by playing on Tehran’s concerns about the risks and costs of proliferating, while fostering doubts about the utility of nuclear weapons. In this way, the United States may further delay Iran’s nuclear program—buying time to develop additional sources of leverage and to shape the regional environment in ways that may help persuade the Islamic Republic to further curb its nuclear ambitions.

Conventional wisdom says that Tehran does not yield to pressure—it yields only to severe pressure.7 But by relying mainly on economic sanctions to coerce Iran, the United States has become overly dependent on only one of the tools in its policy kit, albeit a particularly potent one. However, Tehran’s efforts to build a self-reliant “resistance economy” and the changing geopolitics of oil and gas—which may ensure continued demand for Iran’s energy resources for years to come—could ultimately limit the efficacy of economic sanctions as a source of leverage.

---

1 Introduction
**IRAN’S NUCLEAR OPTIONS**

### BUILDUP

**OPTIONS**
- Produce and stockpile high-enriched and/or weapons-grade uranium at safeguarded facilities

**OBJECTIVES**
- Coercive leverage, latent deterrence

### BREAKOUT*

**OPTIONS**
- Divert/disperse high-enriched uranium to unsafeguarded hide sites/clandestine enrichment facilities
- Divert/disperse weapons-grade uranium to unsafeguarded hide sites/clandestine weaponization facilities

**OBJECTIVES**
- Coercive leverage, robust latent deterrence  
  →  weaponized deterrence

### BOMB

**OPTIONS**
- Manufacture bomb components/weapons remain unassembled
- Create hybrid arsenal of unassembled/assembled weapons
- Produce arsenal maintained at various states of alert/readiness

**OBJECTIVES**
- Intimidation, coercive leverage, weaponized deterrence

\*Note: This monograph employs a more expansive definition of “nuclear breakout” than is traditionally used in the proliferation literature. It applies this definition to ambiguous activities—such as the diversion of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium to unsafeguarded sites—that are leading indicators of likely intent to proliferate. The traditional definition, by contrast, generally focuses on activities related to the manufacture of a bomb—lagging indicators of intent to proliferate that may preclude timely warning and an effective response. Redefining “breakout” this way is necessary so that a country like Iran that has repeatedly violated its safeguards agreements and NPT obligations cannot exploit ambiguity in order to advance its nuclear ambitions.

**Figure 1. Iran's Nuclear Options**
Introduction

Some critics claim, moreover, that only a credible threat of force can stop Iran from getting the bomb. This approach is often based on an implicit assumption that Iran is single-mindedly fixated on nuclear weapons. The result is a policy approach narrowly focused on disruption and deterrence. As will be shown below, however, while the credible threat of force is essential to an effective shaping strategy, it may not be sufficient, as military threats are one of several factors that likely shape Tehran’s proliferation calculus. Furthermore, a preventive military strike may not always be possible: intelligence sources may dry up; hardening, burying, and dispersal may eventually put Iran’s nuclear program beyond reach; and crises elsewhere in the world may preclude effective U.S. military action.

A strategy to shape Iran’s proliferation calculus is more likely to succeed, then, if it takes a broad-based, holistic approach to the problem. It should rely on sustainable forms of pressure, and seek to influence as many of the factors that are part of Iran’s proliferation calculus as possible. Such a strategy should not rely exclusively on coercion; it should subtly seek to persuade Iranian decisionmakers that their nuclear weapons ambitions will jeopardize other vital objectives, and that proliferation restraint is therefore in the Islamic Republic’s long-term interest. For while creating a nuclear option is an important policy objective for the Islamic Republic, it is only one of several that it may be pursuing at any given time.

Such a shaping strategy will be necessary whether or not the United States and Iran return to mutual compliance with the JCPOA. While a return to the JCPOA would temporarily constrain Iran’s ability to pursue a buildup, breakout, or bomb, the JCPOA does not solve the challenge posed by Iran’s nuclear ambitions. At best, it “kicks the can down the road” and defers a crisis until: (1) the deal’s most important limits are lifted, allowing Iran to dramatically increase enrichment capacity after 2028 and produce unlimited quantities of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium after 2031; (2) the United States once again withdraws from the agreement; or (3) Iran violates the deal, diverts fissile material from safeguarded facilities, or attempts to break out of the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) by building a bomb.

Thus, if efforts to revive the JCPOA succeed, this strategy will be key to shaping Iran’s options as the deal’s main limits sunset. If efforts to revive the deal fail, this shaping strategy will be, by default, the American Plan B, and may be the only way to constrain Iran’s nuclear ambitions during a period of heightened tension. And with Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei preparing for his succession by promoting a new generation of ideological hardliners who may eventually end Iran’s hedging policy and return to active proliferation, crafting a viable shaping strategy has become a matter of the utmost urgency.

Notes


Hedging is a strategy of maintaining or appearing to maintain a credible option for producing nuclear weapons using domestic capabilities. It applies to countries with nascent nuclear programs that are years from the bomb, as well as advanced nuclear threshold states with mature, well-established programs that could build a bomb within months after deciding to do so. Some states pursue a hedging strategy to explore their nuclear options without necessarily intending to proliferate; others do so, inter alia, to build leverage and obtain concessions; and yet others pursue this route to stealthily create a nuclear weapons option—if not a bomb.

A Host of Hedgers
Since World War II, about thirty countries have achieved a degree of nuclear latency, building nuclear facilities that provided the potential for a nuclear weapons program. Ten of these went on to acquire nuclear weapons; nearly all of the remainder have engaged in some form of nuclear hedging—conducting research and development or building infrastructure indicative of possible intent to manufacture nuclear weapons. Thus, Sweden (starting in the early 1950s), Switzerland (in the late 1950s), and Taiwan (in the late 1960s) developed the means to produce fissile material but shut down their programs long before they yielded a device or a weapon. In the 1960s, Argentina and Brazil developed the means to produce fissile material—with Brazil also toying with the idea of building a nuclear explosive device—before abandoning their weapons programs. And South Korea pursued nuclear weapons briefly in the 1970s but shelved the effort under U.S. pressure. Its 2021 test of a submarine-launched ballistic missile, making it the world’s only country with a conventionally armed SLBM, may portend a new form of hedging.

Japan has pursued a hedging strategy since the 1950s. It has a robust nuclear industry and is the only country in the world that can both enrich uranium and reprocess plutonium but that does not have nuclear weapons. This provides Japan with a rapid breakout capability, and what at least one former Japanese official has referred to as a “tacit nuclear deterrent.”

Thus, Japan could probably produce nuclear weapons within a year if it faced threats from Russia, China, or North Korea and abandonment by the United States. Japan also produces advanced satellite launch vehicles that could help jump-start the production of missile delivery systems for nuclear weapons.

In the Middle East, several countries have pursued nuclear hedging strategies, including Iraq (starting in the 1970s), Libya (starting in the 1980s), and Syria (starting in the 2000s). After an Israeli airstrike destroyed its main nuclear facility in 1981, Iraq initiated a sprawling, clandestine weapons program—launching a crash effort to acquire the bomb on the eve of the 1991 Gulf War. The 1991 and 2003 U.S.-led wars against Iraq and subsequent weapons inspections ended that program. Syria’s nuclear program was likewise halted by an Israeli airstrike in 2007.

Libya abandoned its nuclear weapons program after 2003, as part of a deal with Britain and the United States. Both Egypt (in the 1960s) and Libya (in the 1970s) had also tried to buy nuclear weapons. Egypt created a rudimentary nuclear infrastructure, but never made sufficient progress to be considered a serious hedger. The United Arab Emirates and Saudi Arabia have also invested in nuclear technology as they look toward a non-oil future and adopt nascent nuclear hedging strategies in response to Iran’s nuclear activities.

Finally, although Israel may have started its program in the 1950s as part of a nuclear hedging strategy, the 1967 war led it to acquire the bomb and adopt a policy of nuclear opacity.

Iran is probably the foremost Middle East hedger. In 1984, Tehran revived the nuclear program started by the shah in the 1970s, pursuing a nascent hedging strategy as it cast a wide net to acquire technology and know-how. In 1999, it launched a crash effort to obtain nuclear weapons. However, after the existence of the program was revealed in 2002 and the United States invaded Iraq in 2003, it ordered a halt to most weapons work (apparently fearing a U.S. attack or invasion if these efforts were discovered), while continuing with overt and clandestine enrichment activities until the
latter were revealed in 2009. Iran subsequently adopted a hedging strategy, which enabled it to further build up its nuclear infrastructure while managing risk and preserving a nuclear weapons option.\textsuperscript{15}

Iran has agreed on three occasions to temporarily halt (2003) and partially reverse (2013 and 2015) its nuclear program—to fend off threats of military action and sanctions, obtain sanctions relief, and gain recognition of its “right to enrich.” (And in 2021–22, it conducted inconclusive negotiations over a return to the 2015 deal.) Iran thus constitutes perhaps the foremost case of nuclear reversal, whereby a state actively pursuing nuclear weapons reverses direction and settles for a hedging strategy—at least temporarily.\textsuperscript{16} Some Iranian policymakers have even held up Japan’s hedging strategy as a model for the Islamic Republic—although others have argued in favor of active proliferation.\textsuperscript{17}

A hedging approach is particularly compatible with Iran’s strategic culture, which emphasizes ambiguity, patience, and incrementalism as a means of advancing Iran’s vital interests, while avoiding escalation and war.\textsuperscript{18}

Since the late 1980s, moreover, more than a dozen states have engaged in nuclear rollback—the process whereby a nuclear aspirant abandons its ambitions or a nuclear weapons state disarms.\textsuperscript{19} These include Argentina, Belarus, Brazil, Iraq, Kazakhstan, Libya, South Africa, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, Taiwan, and Ukraine. Five factors have been identified as critical to rollback decisions (and may play a role in nuclear reversal decisions as well): (1) political change, whether as a result of a change in policy, government, or regime; (2) altered perceptions of the military utility of nuclear weapons; (3) external pressure and inducements such as financial blandishments, and positive or negative security assurances; (4) economic constraints—sometimes brought on by sanctions; and (5) a lack of public commitment to the possession of nuclear weapons, reflecting a degree of ambivalence or a policy of calculated ambiguity.\textsuperscript{20}

Thus, Argentina and Brazil abandoned their nuclear weapons programs after their more or less parallel transition from military to civilian rule. South Africa, which produced six nuclear devices, gave them up with the end of the Cold War and the demise of apartheid. Kazakhstan, and Ukraine gave up the nuclear arsenals they inherited upon the breakup of the Soviet Union in return for security assurances as well as political and economic inducements—though Russia retained operational control of these weapons, and it is unlikely that the successor states could have maintained them.\textsuperscript{21} External pressure and a desire to retain U.S. support also informed decisions by Taiwan and South Korea to abandon their nuclear weapons ambitions.\textsuperscript{22}

Iraq gave up its nuclear and other weapons of mass destruction (WMD) programs after a U.S.-led invasion ousted the regime of Saddam Hussein and the new government forsook such capabilities to gain foreign support and goodwill. Libya gave up its nuclear and other WMD programs after deciding they contributed little to its security or development, were an obstacle to ending its international isolation, and jeopardized the regime’s survival after the United States invaded Iraq to rid that country of WMD.\textsuperscript{23}

Several conclusions can be drawn from this brief survey of the relatively large number of states that have developed latent nuclear capabilities as a prelude to active proliferation, hedging, or reversal/rollback: (1) Crash programs are more the exception than the rule—although about half of those states that eventually acquired nuclear weapons, did so by “crashing and dashing”;\textsuperscript{24} (2) Most nuclear programs take nonlinear paths, and progress in fits and starts—especially formerly secret programs that have been exposed and that are subject to intense scrutiny and pressure; (3) Nuclear programs are often halted, reversed (even if temporarily), or abandoned because they hinder or jeopardize other important policy objectives; (4) For some policymakers, the goal of hedging is not nuclear weapons per se, but a nuclear option if needed.\textsuperscript{25} For others, hedging may provide a cover for stealthy, incremental progress toward active proliferation. In Iran, policymakers can be found in both camps.\textsuperscript{26}

**From Crashing and Dashing to Hedging and Leveraging—and Beyond**

The Islamic Republic’s nuclear program dates to 1984, when at the height of the Iran-Iraq War it started secretly investigating options for producing fissile material and building nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{27} By 1999, Iran had made sufficient progress and was sufficiently concerned that Iraq might restart its own nuclear program (damaged in the 1991 Gulf War and largely dismantled by UN inspectors thereafter) that it launched a clandestine crash weapons program. The so-called AMAD Plan was supposed to produce Iran’s first nuclear weapon by late 2002, a total of five nuclear weapons by early 2003, and to be prepared to test one soon thereafter. This proposed timeline proved wildly overoptimistic, however, and the program soon fell behind schedule. Iran also created a capability to produce sufficient fissile material for many more devices.\textsuperscript{28}

In August 2002, an Iranian opposition group revealed that Iran was building clandestine nuclear facilities at Natanz and Arak—sites that had for some time been monitored by U.S. and Israeli intelligence.\textsuperscript{29} Tehran was shaken by the compromise of these efforts. It tried to portray the facilities under construction—a gas centrifuge enrichment plant at Natanz and a heavy-water plant at Arak (for a heavy-water reactor that would later be built nearby)—as legitimate fuel cycle facilities that were part of a peaceful civilian nuclear program. It
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Late 1990s and early 2000s, its goal was to obtain clandestine enrichment facilities. On the eve of the JCPOA in 2015, it had more than 19,000 centrifuges and over 7,000 kg of low-enriched uranium (sufficient for eight to ten bombs), and its breakout time was one to two months.

The JCPOA cut Iran’s inventory of centrifuges to about 6,000 and its stockpile of low-enriched uranium to 300 kg, and pushed its breakout time to about a year—although the JCPOA lifts limits on enrichment in 2031. In return for Iran forswearing any ambitions to acquire nuclear weapons, the JCPOA effectively legitimized the Islamic Republic’s eventual emergence as an advanced nuclear threshold state.

The U.S. withdrawal from the JCPOA in 2018 provided Iran with a pretext for resuming enrichment using more advanced and efficient centrifuges. This hastened the onset of a nuclear crisis for which the United States and Israel were inexplicably unprepared, and which might otherwise not have occurred for another decade or more, when limits on Iran’s enrichment were to end. Today Iran operates more than 7,000 centrifuges, has stockpiled enough enriched uranium for perhaps four to six bombs, and is on the verge of enriching weapons-grade uranium, while its breakout time has been cut to no more than a week or two.

Iran’s breakout time is likely to diminish even further in the coming months. If it continues producing 60% enriched uranium and more efficient advanced centrifuges, the time may come when the Islamic Republic can create enough weapons-grade (93%) uranium for a bomb between International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspections.

Indeed, Iran is doing everything one would expect it to do if it were attempting a slow-motion breakout: ramping up production of 60% enriched uranium, limiting access by IAEA inspectors, moving centrifuges to hardened, buried sites, and disabling IAEA cameras monitoring centrifuge production (raising concerns that the centrifuges are being diverted to clandestine enrichment facilities).

So what are Tehran’s nuclear intentions? In the late 1990s and early 2000s, its goal was to obtain nuclear weapons. Since then, however, it has been hedging—either to become an advanced nuclear threshold/borderline nuclear weapons state with a latent deterrence capability, or to pave the way for its eventual acquisition of nuclear weapons. Iran’s retention of the archives related to its weapons program from the late 1990s and early 2000s indicates that it still likely aspires to be a nuclear weapons state. Iran may also be stockpiling high-enriched uranium to gain leverage in negotiations to restore the JCPOA, or as a hedge against a Republican victory in the 2024 elections and a return to “maximum pressure.”

In additional to providing latent deterrence, a stockpile of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium could also enable Iran to climb the next rungs of the proliferation ladder by allowing it to: (1) divert significant quantities of uranium to unsafeguarded hide sites or clandestine enrichment or weaponization facilities during a crisis or conflict to gain additional leverage, bolster deterrence, or facilitate a dash to the bomb; (2) build the components of a bomb without assembling them, to create a “non-weaponized” deterrent that it could claim does not technically violate the NPT; or (3) rapidly build an arsenal of nuclear weapons (see figure 1).

Whereas the main challenge for most aspiring proliferators is the production of fissile material, for Iran it is now weaponization. Iran still has knowledge, experience, and skill gaps pertaining to weaponization and would need time to develop, produce, and integrate the components needed for a nuclear explosive device. According to U.S. intelligence assessments, assuming the availability of stocks of weapons-grade uranium, Iran might need a few months to manufacture a device for delivery by boat or plane. Israeli military intelligence estimates that it would take Iran up to two years to build a weapon for delivery by missile.

In sum, even if Iran does not build a bomb, its possession of stocks of high-enriched uranium and the ability to divert them to hide sites or clandestine enrichment or weaponization facilities during a crisis or war makes it an advanced nuclear threshold state with a potentially “bombproof” breakout option and a latent nuclear deterrent capability.

Former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani explained the logic underpinning this hedging strategy to a group of visiting American experts in 2005: “Look, as long as we can enrich uranium and master the [nuclear] fuel cycle, we don’t need anything else. Our neighbors will be able to draw the proper conclusions.”
continued construction of these facilities and in 2006 started enriching uranium at Natanz. Work on the reactor at Arak started in 2004; it was still not completed by the time the JCPOA was concluded in 2015. The U.S. invasion of Iraq in 2003 came as an additional shock to Iran’s leadership, which feared that the United States would target the Islamic Republic next for regime change.

In late October 2003, Tehran issued an order to halt nuclear weapons work being done secretly at various sites under the AMAD Plan, which largely played out in the months that followed. Presumably, this was done to preclude discovery of these clandestine sites by the IAEA and to avoid providing the United States a reason to attack or invade. It downsized and restructured these efforts; major facilities involved in weapons work were shuttered, although weapons design teams are believed to have been kept together to continue with weapons-related research.

Activities for which there were plausible “legitimate” cover stories were allowed to continue. Activities for which there were no plausible cover stories and which could have produced telltale signatures were apparently halted, while some low-signature weapons-related work apparently continued through 2009—and possibly thereafter. Not coincidentally, Supreme Leader Khamenei issued his so-called nuclear fatwa in late October 2003, ostensibly banning the research, development, and stockpiling of nuclear weapons, as part of a broader effort to portray Iran’s nuclear program as strictly peaceful in intent.

The exposure of Tehran’s nuclear enrichment program in 2002, however, greatly complicated the pursuit of nuclear weapons by subjecting its activities to intense scrutiny, intrusive IAEA inspections, diplomatic and economic pressure, sabotage, and threats of military action. This led to further revelations in 2009 regarding the clandestine enrichment facility in Fordow and additional disclosures throughout this period about past and possibly ongoing weapons design work at various sites. Iran may still have entertained hopes of attempting a nuclear “sneak-out”—albeit on an extended timeline—until the existence of its clandestine enrichment site at Fordow was revealed.

Iran gradually adopted a hedging strategy after unsuccessfully trying to deflect foreign pressure following the revelations regarding Natanz (2003) and Fordow (2009) and to preserve the option of a clandestine sneak-out. To this end, it declared its intention to voluntarily and temporarily suspend enrichment and reprocessing activities in 2003 during a visit to Tehran by the foreign ministers of France, Germany, and Britain (the E3). And it agreed to temporarily halt, reverse, and cap major components of its nuclear program in an interim agreement in 2013 (the JPOA) and a long-term agreement in 2015 (the JCPOA) with the E3/EU+3 (the E3 plus the European Union, Russia, China, and the United States). Meanwhile, it worked to advance other elements of its program.

Thus, following the 2003 Tehran declaration, Iran continued work on a uranium conversion plant at Isfahan and a heavy-water production plant at Arak, while commencing construction on a heavy-water reactor there. Likewise, the JCPOA allowed Iran to continue work on centrifuges (albeit within prescribed limits). Throughout this period, Iran also continued work on its missile program—the primary delivery means for nuclear weapons under the AMAD Plan.

If Iran’s crash program to develop nuclear weapons in the late 1990s and early 2000s was its nuclear Plan A, the hedging strategy it eventually adopted in order to manage domestic and foreign pressures was its Plan B. There were a number of proximate causes for Iran’s adoption, at least temporarily, of such an approach:

• Tehran likely concluded that a clandestine nuclear breakout was no longer possible due to foreign intelligence penetration and ongoing scrutiny of its nuclear program, and that attempting a breakout after the 2003 U.S. invasion of Iraq would involve great risk—even with American forces mired fighting insurgents in Iraq.

• Tehran needed relief from the crippling economic sanctions of 2010–12, which had the potential to spark political instability—especially with the 2009 Green Movement protests still fresh in the memory of officials who considered them an even greater threat to the survival of the regime than the Iran-Iraq War.

• The 2013 election of Hassan Rouhani as Iran’s president empowered “nuclear centrists” who were willing to accept constraints on Iran’s nuclear program in return for sanctions relief, an easing of the country’s isolation, and the legitimization of its nuclear program. This development energized ongoing nuclear diplomacy, leading to the JCPOA—which formalized Iran’s adoption of a hedging strategy.

Thus, foreign intelligence penetration, a perceived military threat, and harsh multilateral sanctions led Iran to halt its crash program and eventually adopt a hedging strategy. Subsequent Israeli threats against its nuclear program may have persuaded Tehran to persist with its hedging strategy and convinced the EU and others to impose the multilateral sanctions on Iran that paved the way for the JCPOA—in order to avert a possible Israeli strike.

Additional factors that may have caused Iran to hedge are discussed in the next chapter.
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2019–Iran resumes nuclear activities proscribed by JCPOA
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Iran’s Proliferation Calculus: Risks, Costs, Benefits

The Islamic Republic initiated its nuclear weapons program at the height of the Iran-Iraq War. Iraq was making widespread use of chemical weapons and Iranian policymakers feared their neighbor was rebuilding its nuclear weapons program, which had been destroyed by an Israeli airstrike in 1981. According to then parliament speaker, acting chief of staff of the Islamic Republic of Iran Armed Forces, and future president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani,

> When we first began, we were at war and we sought to have that possibility for the day that the enemy might use a nuclear weapon. That was the thinking. But it never became real...Our basic doctrine was always a peaceful nuclear application, but it never left our mind that if one day we should be threatened and it was imperative, we should be able to go down the other path.¹

Yet the reason a country starts a nuclear weapons program may not be the reason it continues down that path. Iran’s motivations for continuing the program after the Iran-Iraq War were likely threefold:

- **Deterrence and defense.** The Iran-Iraq War taught Tehran how costly deterrence failures can be. The Islamic Republic sees its nuclear option as an ultimate deterrent against enemies that may threaten its vital interests or survival.

- **Power, prestige, and influence.** Nuclear weapons are a hallmark of great power status, and would make Iran the dominant regional power while confirming its status as a leading Muslim state.

- **Self-reliance.** For a strategically lonely country that does not seek a great power patron and strives to be self-sufficient in all domains, nuclear weapons would advance its policy of self-reliance.

There are no indications that Supreme Leader Khameini sees nuclear weapons as useful for warfighting—except perhaps in the unlikely event of an invasion by a great power. Moreover, four decades of experience provides little evidence, at least thus far, that Iran’s proliferation calculus has been shaped by millenarian thinking, or that Iran is led by a “messianic apocalyptic cult”² for which mutual assured destruction is “not a constraint” but “an inducement.”³ Iranian decision-makers have been motivated by more prosaic considerations to build a bomb or to pursue a nuclear option. That could change, however, with the rise of a new generation of hardline officials and efforts to inculcate a cult of Mahdism (belief in the imminent return of the Hidden Imam) among the nation’s youth.⁴

Iran’s proliferation calculus, moreover, may have been altered by dramatic shifts in its strategic environment in the past decade. During this period, the Islamic Republic transformed itself (1) from a country fearing encirclement by the United States to a country encircling the latter’s foremost regional allies: Israel and Saudi Arabia; (2) from a strategically lonely power to the leader of the region’s most cohesive political-military bloc—the so-called axis of resistance; and (3) from a nuclear rogue state to an advanced nuclear threshold state, whose status as such was confirmed and legitimized by the JCPOA.

Nuclear weapons could be used as part of Iran’s strategy of encirclement. In this strategy, proxy and Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) forces equipped with conventional rockets, drones, and missiles can threaten to create a “ring of fire” around Israel and Saudi Arabia and make normal life in these countries intolerable. Iran apparently hopes, at least in the case of Israel, that incessant conflict would cause foreign investment to dry up and induce those Jews with options to leave for elsewhere. Iran also seeks to arm the Palestinians in both Gaza and the West Bank to enable them, in conjunction with Lebanese Hezbollah, to seize and hold Israeli territory in future wars.⁵

If Iran were to obtain the bomb, it could also dangle the threat of nuclear annihilation over the heads of Israelis—playing on Jewish existential fears and historical traumas.⁶ Iran’s massive arsenal of conventional precision strike systems, however, including more than three thousand ballistic missiles (some of which can...
reach Israel), may enable it to inflict a degree of disruption, if not destruction, previously thought possible only with nuclear weapons. This conventional option may weaken the incentive to proliferate, at least temporarily, if the risks and costs of doing so are deemed prohibitive.

Iranian policymakers have repeatedly insisted that the Islamic Republic is not interested in acquiring nuclear weapons. These official disclaimers usually invoke ethical and religious objections to nuclear weapons—thereby enabling Iran to stake out the moral high ground. Some Iranian officials, like former nuclear negotiator Ambassador Seyed Hossein Mousavian, have offered other arguments as well in support of this claim, even though there is abundant evidence that Iran was actively pursuing nuclear weapons, at least through the 2000s, and that it almost certainly continues to harbor nuclear ambitions. The arguments generally include the following points—though they are rarely fleshed out in detail or discussed in depth:

- **Doubts about military utility.** Iran and its proxies have inflicted major setbacks on the United States without nuclear weapons, and possession of such weapons did not prevent the collapse of the Soviet Union or the defeat of the United States in Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan.

- **Avoiding pariah status.** The acquisition of nuclear weapons may consign Iran to the fate of North Korea—an isolated, sanctioned pariah state—and prevent the Islamic Republic from becoming a strong, influential actor that can shape the international system.

- **Averting military action.** An attempt to acquire nuclear weapons could prompt an attack by Israel or the United States and lead to a broader conflict that could wreak havoc on the Islamic Republic.

- **Preventing a proliferation cascade.** An Iranian bomb could prompt a proliferation cascade involving Egypt, Turkey, or Saudi Arabia, further destabilizing the region and threatening Iran.

- **Moral-religious considerations.** A ban in the form of a religious decree, or fatwa, by Supreme Leader Khamenei precludes the development, production, or use of nuclear weapons by Iran.

Some of these arguments have been raised by Iranian analysts in public debates about the Islamic Republic’s nuclear program, and were likely raised during internal debates that preceded Iran’s adoption of a hedging strategy—once it became clear that the potential risks and costs of active proliferation were greater than previously anticipated. These arguments likely shaped, and continue to influence, Iran’s proliferation calculus.

A closer examination of these arguments, however, yields a complex, ambiguous, and somewhat inconsistent picture of Iranian thinking on this matter. This reflects the vagaries of Iranian politics, in which policymakers must navigate an ever-changing domestic and geopolitical landscape; are subject to various crosscutting domestic and external pressures; and frequently contrive arguments in response to the political needs of the moment or to deceive foreign enemies. The picture that emerges often confounds American analysts and policymakers who tend to seek clarity, order, and consistency in the reasoning and conduct of others—even when such attributes are lacking in their own reasoning and policy preferences.

### Doubts About Military Utility

On several occasions, Supreme Leader Khamenei has raised questions about the military utility of nuclear weapons—perhaps to justify ex post facto the 2003 decision to halt Iran’s crash program, or as a result of a reassessment of the risks and costs of pursuing the bomb. Thus, in 2004, he stated:

> If we have defeated our enemies until today, we have not done so with a nuclear bomb. It is 25 years now that the people of Iran have been defeating America. Is it not the case? How has America been defeated throughout the past 25 years? Did we defeat America with a nuclear bomb or with our determination, willpower, awareness and unity?...Did the former Soviet Union not have a nuclear bomb? Probably, the former Soviet Union had more nuclear bombs than America had, but was it not defeated? Victory and defeat on the main scenes of the world are not dependent on such things.

In 2012, Khamenei further expanded on this theme, asserting:

> Nuclear weapons neither ensure security, nor do they consolidate political power; rather they are a threat to both security and political power. The events that took place in the 1990s showed that the possession of such weapons could not even safeguard a regime like the former Soviet Union. And today we see certain countries which are exposed to waves of deadly insecurity despite possessing atomic bombs.

Conversely, it has been frequently claimed that NATO’s support for rebels seeking the overthrow of Libyan dictator Muammar Qadhafi in 2011, years after he abandoned the country’s nuclear program, made Tehran more likely to pursue nuclear weapons as an insurance policy.
Indeed, as Arab Spring violence escalated in Libya in early 2011, Khamenei famously urged Iranians to just compare the situation of our nation with the Libyan nation. [T]he entire world, led by America, was protesting against Iran’s nuclear program. They imposed sanctions on us. They threatened us with military attacks. They threatened that they would attack our country. Not only did our government officials not retreat, but they also increased our nuclear facilities by several times each year against the wish of the enemy. In Libya the people saw their government officials get rid of all their nuclear facilities in the face of western threats, or what they call “western incentives.” Just the way you give a lollipop to a child, westerners gave “incentives” to them and they gave up everything. 16

Here, Khamenei was not necessarily arguing that nuclear weapons would have prevented the overthrow of Qadhafi. Rather, he was suggesting that Libya’s abandonment of its nuclear program demonstrated weakness in the face of pressure, contributing to Qadhafi’s downfall. This quotation shows how, for Khamenei, Iran’s nuclear program is central to the Islamic Republic’s policy of “resistance”—and is as much a means of demonstrating resolve and creating diplomatic leverage as it is a potential military asset. Indeed, if the lesson of Libya had been that Iran urgently needed nuclear weapons to counter domestic and external challenges, it would have gone for the bomb, rather than agree to the JPOA in 2013 and the JCPOA in 2015.

Russia’s 2022 invasion of Ukraine may provide renewed impetus to the debate about the utility of nuclear weapons. Hardline Iranian analysts and commentators have argued that had Ukraine retained its nuclear weapons, the Russian invasion would never have happened, emphasizing the need for a powerful deterrent in an increasingly Hobbesian world. 17 It remains to be seen whether this will strengthen the hand of those officials who favor the production of nuclear weapons, or whether Iran’s conventional missile and drone force will be deemed sufficient for deterrence—at least for now. 18 But it can also be argued that NATO’s willingness to pour conventional arms into Ukraine, resulting in a series of humiliating defeats for Russian forces, underscores the limits of nuclear weapons in conventional conflicts, even as Russia’s use of nonstrategic nuclear weapons in Ukraine could upend these calculations.

Thus, while Iran’s leaders may not see nuclear weapons as the answer to the country’s most pressing security challenges, its nuclear program provides the Islamic Republic with leverage over the international community and a hedge against geopolitical uncertainty. Moreover, Iran’s nuclear program enables the regime to rally its supporters around an issue that resonates with many of them because it is seen as touching on the nation’s dignity, sovereignty, and place in the world.

Avoiding Pariah Status

The leaders of the Islamic Republic aspire to a regional and global leadership role, but they cannot lead if Iran is isolated and sanctioned. They do not want the Islamic Republic to become a pariah state like North Korea—the so-called hermit kingdom that seems to revel in its isolation. Thus, they have agreed to temporarily halt (in 2003) or to temporarily, partially reverse (in 2013 and 2015) large parts of Iran’s nuclear program to avoid this fate. They may do so again, even though senior Iranian officials have often defiantly claimed that they do not respond to pressure. 19

Iran may have adopted a hedging strategy in part to avoid becoming a pariah state. But some hardliners have pointed to North Korea’s defiance of the United States as a model to be emulated, 20 and they may believe that Iran would not, in fact, turn into another North Korea if it pursued a buildup, breakout, or bomb. They seem to think that due to its strategic location, regional influence, oil and gas reserves, and utility to Russia and China, Iran will remain a relevant and influential country. And they may oppose the lifting of sanctions because they benefit financially from the smuggling and sanctions-busting that is central to Iran’s emerging “resistance economy.” Should the domestic balance of power continue to favor these hardliners, fear of isolation may play a reduced role in Iran’s proliferation calculus.

Averting Military Action

Iranian officials have rarely voiced concern that nuclear arms would put Iran in the crosshairs of its enemies—perhaps because they feel a need to project confidence and strength. But Iran’s behavior demonstrates that it is, in fact, motivated by such concerns. On several occasions, Iran has avoided crossing U.S. or Israeli nuclear red lines to avoid prompting a military response. Thus, for some time, Iran avoided crossing the red line implicitly laid down by Israeli prime minister Binyamin Netanyahu in his 2012 UN General Assembly speech, ensuring that its stockpile of 20% enriched uranium did not exceed 250 kg. 21 More recently, a senior Iranian official stated that Iran would not enrich uranium beyond 60%, reportedly because the United States, the EU, and Israel have indicated that crossing this red line would trigger the snapback of nuclear sanctions—which Tehran may see as a harbinger of worse to come. 22 But Tehran may eventually be tempted to test this red line in order to further advance its nuclear ambitions.

Israel is the more immediate but less worrisome threat for Iran, because it can inflict only limited damage on the Islamic Republic, which can hit back hard—unilaterally and via proxies. Iranian officials
have become inured to Israeli threats and are probably more worried that an Israeli strike could draw the United States into a conflict, due to the latter’s ability to inflict significant damage on its nuclear infrastructure, as well as military, economic, and leadership targets. Yet for nearly a decade now, Iranian officials have expressed skepticism that the United States would act against Iran’s nuclear program. In fact, in recent years, Tehran has focused mainly on deterring an Israeli preventive strike on its nuclear program, and Israeli attacks on Iranian targets in Syria. Tehran has even occasionally struck at U.S. interests in response to Israeli attacks when it seemed that the United States was less likely to respond militarily. By doing so, Tehran apparently hopes to cause the United States to constrain Israel.

Hedging to Manage Regime Factionalism and Policy Complexity

An often overlooked factor that may have shaped Tehran’s hedging strategy is the need to placate diverse regime factions and constituencies—running the gamut from nuclear “supporters,” to “centrists,” to “detractors”—and to reconcile Iran’s nuclear ambitions with competing policy objectives (e.g., avoiding isolation, sanctions, or military action). For key policy decisions, system-wide consensus is generally required. This requires bureaucratic compromise and a satisficing approach that yields a “good enough” outcome that gives all factions not quite what they want, but something they can live with—at least temporarily.

The need for consensus may provide an additional explanation for Khamenei’s October 2003 “nuclear fatwa.” Issued as part of an effort to engage in damage control and repair Iran’s image after its clandestine nuclear program was made public, the fatwa may have also provided a justification—in the religious-ideological idiom of the regime and its supporters—for the October 2003 order to halt nuclear weapons work, and for the hedging and satisficing strategies the regime subsequently adopted.

Iran’s nuclear hedging strategy may offer it a “good enough” outcome—conferring on it many of the benefits of being a nuclear weapons state without many of the associated risks and costs. This strategy could enable Iran to create a nuclear infrastructure so vast, dispersed, and hardened that an effective preventive military strike may no longer be possible. Moreover, Iran’s possession of a “bombproof” breakout capability—a large, dispersed stockpile of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium, which could be used to rapidly manufacture a nuclear arsenal in a matter of weeks or months during a crisis or conflict—would serve as a latent nuclear deterrent. Adversaries would need to tread lightly vis-à-vis Tehran when tensions flare, lest Iran respond by pursuing a breakout or a bomb. The rapid breakout capability afforded by such a hedging strategy might reassure the concerns of at least some hardliners who would have preferred a policy of active proliferation.

Such a hedging strategy could, moreover, eventually serve as a bridge to the next rung of the proliferation ladder: building a stockpile of unassembled, untested weapons, in order to achieve non-weaponized deterrence—perhaps playing on ambiguities in the NPT regarding the meaning of the Article II prohibition on the “manufacture” of nuclear weapons. Or Iran could secretly build a ready stockpile of deployed nuclear weapons that would be unveiled in the event of a crisis or war—with South Africa (which was not an NPT member state at the time) secretly produced a half-dozen nuclear devices by the late 1980s, which it planned to keep under wraps until needed. This may have been the original intent of the AMAD Plan, and Iran may have initially adopted its hedging strategy as an alternate proliferation path.

This raises the question of what will happen when Supreme Leader Khamenei, now eighty-three, becomes incapacitated or dies. A hardliner who embraces an extreme religious-ideological worldview, Khamenei, as paramount decisionmaker, would also have endorsed Iran’s hedging strategy. He has repeatedly proven willing to defer the realization of Iran’s nuclear ambitions in return for sanctions relief, an easing of its international isolation, and the legitimization of its nuclear program, while advancing its nuclear objectives in other ways. In recent decades he has also promoted hardline politicians—many with ties to the IRGC—while overseeing the effective purge of reformers and pragmatic conservatives from positions of power, to secure his political legacy by implementing his program for the “Second Phase of the Islamic Revolution.” This process has accelerated under Iran’s current president, Ebrahim Raisi.

This begs the question of how long Iran may remain in its nuclear hedging holding pattern, once IRGC-affiliated hardliners hold unbridled power. Though the new leadership may opt for policy continuity because the hedging strategy has been so successful, it could also decide that a satisficing approach is no longer needed, and attempt to build a bomb—unless efforts are made to alter its proliferation calculus.
Yet there is good reason for Tehran to tread carefully: Washington can be utterly unpredictable. Several presidents who were committed to extricating U.S. troops from Middle East quagmires or avoiding new entanglements in the region, have nonetheless been drawn into conflicts there. Thus:

- After the United States told Saddam Hussein that America did not have an opinion on Iraq-Kuwait tensions in August 1990, President George H. W. Bush organized an international coalition to expel Iraqi forces from Kuwait after they invaded the emirate.

- Following the 9/11 attacks, President George W. Bush—who as a candidate forsweared nation building—ordered the invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq and then oversaw in these countries the largest U.S. nation-building efforts since World War II.

- President Barack Obama pledged to end America’s military involvement in Iraq and Afghanistan and to keep the country out of a third Middle East war but then organized a multinational coalition to defeat the Islamic State after it captured a third of Iraq in 2014.

- President Donald Trump promised to bring U.S. troops home from the region, but ordered the killing in 2020 of Maj. Gen. Qasem Soleimani, risking escalation with Tehran.

Likewise, after sending mixed signals in the run-up to the 2022 Russian invasion of Ukraine (perhaps emboldening Moscow), President Joe Biden subsequently led NATO efforts to support the Ukrainian war effort. For all these reasons, then, Iranian leaders may conclude that U.S. resolve in matters of war and peace is difficult to assess and best not tested.

Preventing a Proliferation Cascade

Iranian policymakers have only rarely invoked concerns that the country’s pursuit of nuclear weapons might set off a regional proliferation cascade that could jeopardize its security. Thus, former president and member of the Supreme National Security Council Hassan Rouhani has stated that “a nuclear weaponized Iran destabilizes the region, prompts a regional arms race, and wastes the scarce resources of the region...[and] will accord Iran no security dividends.” Likewise, former foreign minister and ambassador to the UN Mohammad Javad Zarif has asserted that “we define our national security in terms of preventing a nuclear arms race and hopefully one day eliminating all nuclear weapons all together.” And the late head of Iran’s nuclear weapons program, Mohsen Fakhrizadeh, stated that in response to the Middle East’s creeping nuclearization, “we need to work on...nuclear defense.” But even such passing comments are relatively rare.

Perhaps this is because Iranian policymakers believe that most of the country’s neighbors are incapable of building nuclear weapons or would not threaten Iran if they were to do so, and that a proliferation cascade would constrain the United States and Israel more than it would constrain Iran. Alternatively, Tehran may harbor such concerns, but its leaders may consider it unseemly to voice them. If so, Tehran’s hedging strategy may be driven, at least in part, by a desire to prevent a proliferation cascade. In this case, it does not seem to be working: several regional states have already established civilian nuclear energy programs—at least in part as a hedge against Iran’s nuclear program. A proliferation cascade, moreover, could make Iran’s hedging strategy untenable over the long run, causing it to revert to active proliferation to stay ahead of its neighbors.

Moral-Religious Considerations

Although Supreme Leader Khamenei has frequently expressed moral and religious qualms about nuclear weapons, traditional Shia sources and many prominent Shia jurists aligned with the regime have indicated that the prohibition on weapons of mass destruction is, in effect, conditional. They believe that Islam permits the acquisition of nuclear weapons to deter and defend against an enemy armed in kind, and allows the use of nuclear weapons against enemy forces on the battlefield and, in extremis, against civilians—if that is what is required to prevail in a war with nonbelievers.

Indeed, this is the logic that has guided Tehran’s past proliferation. Thus, Iran developed chemical weapons during the Iran-Iraq War in response to the use of such weapons by Iraq, despite the alleged existence of a religious fatwa banning them. More to the point, it is now known that Iran had a crash nuclear weapons program between 1999 and 2003, despite the alleged ban on nuclear weapons. And while some senior officials, like former intelligence minister Mahmoud Alavi, have recently stated that Iran might reconsider the nuclear fatwa under certain circumstances, other recent statements by former foreign minister Kamal Kharazi and Atomic Energy Organization of Iran head Mohammad Eslami asserting that Iran now has the technical capacity to build the bomb did not even mention the nuclear fatwa as a potential constraint. This shows that, ultimately, the interests of the regime (maslahat-e nezam) determine the policy of the Islamic Republic, and if nuclear weapons are deemed necessary to ensure its survival, the regime will not hesitate to acquire or use them.
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Conceptual Blinders: How Language Limits, and Reflects the Limits of, the Policy Debate

The way that Iran’s nuclear program is often discussed in the United States, Israel, and elsewhere highlights the limitations of the terms, metaphors, and framing concepts that have dominated the policy debate on this subject, and hindered the development of a more effective policy response. The policy debate has frequently focused on Iran’s potential paths to a nuclear weapon—the “last mile” at the back end of the proliferation process. It has therefore been dominated by rather esoteric discussions of the technical aspects of enrichment, weaponization, and how Iran might get the bomb. What has been missing is a discussion of how to influence the political, military, economic, and other considerations at the front end of the process that have shaped Tehran’s proliferation strategy, and which will influence its future decisions on this matter.

Thus, discussions have often centered on whether Iran is engaged in a “sneak-out,” “slow-motion breakout,”43 or is “rushing” to build a bomb.44 Likewise, in the early 2000s, Israeli officials often expressed concern that Iran’s nuclear program was reaching a “point of no return” wherein the Islamic Republic would have sufficient fissile material and nuclear know-how to render preventive action ineffective.45 In 2012, then Israeli defense minister Ehud Barak expressed concern that Iran was about to enter a “zone of immunity” as a result of the hardening of its program and the acquisition of technical knowledge.46 And more recently, several former Israeli officials expressed concern that a new nuclear deal with Iran would confirm and legitimize its status as a “nuclear threshold state”—even though, by most definitions, Iran has occupied a position somewhere on the threshold spectrum for some years now.

This framing of the discussion has resulted in a narrow policy focus on disruption and deterrence, or on coercive strategies to facilitate deals that temporarily and partially reverse Iran’s nuclear program. Although these are essential elements of any shaping strategy, this focus comes at the expense of a more holistic approach. Such an approach would seek to dissuade and deter, and use all the instruments of national power to shape the full array of factors at the front and back ends of the proliferation process, to influence Tehran’s proliferation calculus. In this way, the Islamic Republic may be convinced that proliferation restraint is in its interest.

Notes

5. “IRGC Commander Salami in Interview for Supreme Leader Khamenei’s Website: ‘The Palestinians Are Ready Today for Ground Warfare—Israel’s Major Weak Point...Missiles Are Excellent for Deterrence...But They Do Not Liberate the Lands; a Ground-Based Force Must Be Deployed, and Must Liberate the Land, Step by Step...Hizbullah and Palestine Will Move on the Ground in a Single Military Formation,’” Special Dispatch 10173, Middle East Media Research Institute, August 31, 2022, https://www.memri.org/reports/irgc-commander-salami-interview-supreme-leader-khameneis-website-palestinians-are-ready.
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12. Some of the arguments put forward to prove that Iran is not pursuing nuclear weapons are easily rebutted. For instance, Mousavian has asserted that Iran’s nuclear program relies on technologies ill-suited for the production of nuclear weapons. In fact, Iran’s more advanced gas centrifuges are ideally suited for a program that seeks a rapid breakout capability, as they are efficient and cost-effective, and can be housed in small, inconspicuous facilities, generating few detectable signatures. Indeed, several states (Pakistan, North Korea, Russia, and Iran) have relied on gas centrifuges to produce fissile material for their weapons programs. For more on the proliferation benefits of gas centrifuges, see Houston G. Wood, Alexander Glaser, and R. Scott Kemp, “The Gas Centrifuge and Nuclear Weapons Proliferation,” Physics Today 61, no. 9 (September 2008): 40–45, https://physicstoday.scitation.org/doi/10.1063/1.2982121.


19. Thus, in a 2013 speech, Khamenei claimed that the U.S. approach of “pressures and negotiations...[is] not compatible. You want to point the gun at the people of Iran and say, negotiate or we will shoot...You should know that the Iranian nation is not intimidated by these things.” But Khamenei shortly thereafter made the case for “heroic flexibility” in negotiations with the United States, and Iran eventually agreed to the JCPOA in 2015 in return for sanctions relief. “Leader’s Speech to Air Force Commanders and Personnel,” Khamenei.ir, February 7, 2013, https://english.khamenei.ir/news/1741/Leader-s-Speech-to-Air-Force-Commanders-and-Personnel.


Iran's Nuclear Hedging Strategy

For more than a decade now, U.S. nonproliferation policy toward Iran has relied largely on diplomacy and economic sanctions to build leverage in order to present Tehran with a dilemma: it can have either a viable economy or nuclear weapons—but it cannot have both. Other potential sources of leverage, such as cyber activities, have generally played a more limited role.¹

U.S. policy toward Iran has tended to eschew military threats. Critics have called on Washington to incorporate the credible threat of force into its policy toolkit to deter Tehran from building a bomb. They argue that fears of an attack by the United States played a role in Iran’s decision to largely halt nuclear weapons work in 2003 and after. Israeli threats may have likewise helped convince Iran to continue hedging during the early phases of the bilateral U.S.-Iran diplomacy that led to the JCPOA.²

The military instrument is an essential element of any shaping strategy, but it may not be sufficient; Tehran might doubt that the United States actually poses a military threat to its nuclear program given the latter’s diffidence in the face of lesser provocations by Iran. And Iran’s proliferation calculus likely takes account of a range of nonmilitary factors.³

Moreover, a nonproliferation policy based largely on economic (and military) coercion will work only as long as pressure can be sustained—a challenging task for a great power with global commitments in a time of rapid geopolitical change. Thus, tensions with Beijing have made it hard to convince China to cut oil purchases from Iran, and led the United States to redeploy forces from the Gulf to the Indo-Pacific region. A shaping strategy that employs pressure, but that also attempts to persuade Tehran that active proliferation would jeopardize other important policy objectives, may be a more sustainable and effective long-term approach.

Such a shaping strategy should play on or foster concerns among Iranian decisionmakers about the risks, costs, and uncertain benefits of pursuing a nuclear buildup, breakout, or bomb. It should use all the instruments of national power—diplomatic, informational, military, economic, and cyber—to shape as many of the factors that influence Tehran’s proliferation calculus as possible, in order to strengthen incentives for proliferation restraint.

Thus, Washington should not just focus on preventing Tehran from building a bomb, but should prevent it from further stockpiling high-enriched uranium and from producing weapons-grade uranium. The United States should strive to avert even this “lesser” outcome, which could provide Tehran with a latent nuclear deterrent, accelerate the region’s nascent proliferation cascade, and facilitate Iran’s eventual return to active proliferation.

This strategy should seek to convince Tehran that the stockpiling of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium, the diversion of these stocks to unsafeguarded sites, or the manufacture of nuclear weapons would cross its red lines and could:

- Further deepen Iran’s international isolation.
- Spur stricter enforcement of sanctions and catalyze efforts to destabilize the Islamic Republic.
- Create vulnerabilities and increase the potential for miscalculation in a crisis or conflict, conferring meager benefits that would be overshadowed by the risks involved.
- Prompt a preventive military strike on its nuclear program that could spark a broader, more destructive conflict.
- Spark a regional proliferation cascade that could pose an existential threat to Iran.

To advance this shaping strategy, Washington should exploit Khamenei’s traditional innate caution, his general aversion to risk, and his apparent ambivalence about how best to advance his nuclear ambitions. It should reinforce the near-universal tendency of decisionmakers to defer difficult and potentially risky decisions under conditions of uncertainty by “kicking the can down the road.”⁴ And it should build on one of the
most important insights from behavioral economics—that humans tend to be more strongly motivated by the desire to avoid or minimize loss than by the prospect of gain.\(^5\) If encouraged, these tendencies might cause Iranian decisionmakers to defer a decision to abandon their hedging strategy.

Several other factors will likely influence Iran’s proliferation calculus, though exactly how is impossible to say. Will the success of Tehran’s hedging strategy cause it to double down on this approach—especially now that it has conventional missiles and drones that are true weapons of mass disruption and destruction? Or will Iran’s progress toward ever-higher levels of enrichment make the prospect of a bomb too tempting to pass up? And how much will such a decision hinge on Iran’s assessment of the likelihood that the United States or Israel would respond militarily to the crossing of their red lines? The answers to these questions may be unknowable, and Supreme Leader Khamenei may not have settled these matters in his own mind, but how they are answered will affect Tehran’s choices.

The following section, then, addresses how to shape Tehran’s proliferation calculus:

**Reinforcing the threat of isolation, marginalization.** The United States has long sought to pressure Iran by isolating it. This is an effective form of leverage because the Islamic Republic finds its treatment as a pariah by many influential countries to be onerous, humiliating, and a hindrance to its ambition of becoming a global player. Therefore, the United States should work with allies and partners, as well as China and Russia, to build a consensus about isolating Iran politically should it continue its buildup of high-enriched uranium or produce weapons-grade uranium, divert these stockpiles to unsafeguarded facilities, or attempt to build a bomb. Iran needs to hear from as many countries as possible about the adverse consequences of pursuing any of these options. Deepening ties between Iran, Russia, and China, and rising tensions between the United States and these other great powers, however, will make cooperation on this matter more difficult than ever before.

Gaining support from regional partners to isolate Iran will also prove more difficult than in the past. Trust in America’s judgment, competence, and reliability has been undermined by: (1) U.S. policy missteps in Iraq and Syria that inadvertently enhanced Iran’s regional influence; (2) a nuclear deal with Iran that was seen by many in the region as coming at the expense of their vital interests; and (3) Washington’s failure to respond effectively to attacks by Iran and its proxies on U.S. interests and on its Gulf partners. The latter are therefore likely to continue hedging their bets by continuing to do business and engaging in “de-escalatory diplomacy” with the Islamic Republic. This will make it more difficult for Washington to isolate Iran, unless it is willing to push back more consistently against Iran’s destabilizing regional activities than it has in the past.

**Achieving sanctions/“soft warfare” synergies.** Tehran’s willingness to forgo hundreds of billions of dollars of income in recent decades because of nuclear-related sanctions underscores the importance it attaches to its nuclear program. Yet its willingness to temporarily halt or partially reverse elements of its nuclear program to avoid new sanctions or obtain sanctions relief shows what the regime will do to keep the economy afloat and ensure its survival. It also indicates that acquiring a nuclear weapon has been an aspirational goal but not an urgent priority for the regime—at least thus far.

In recent years, however, economic realities, geopolitics, and the terms of debate in Tehran have been shifting in ways that may reduce the efficacy of sanctions. There are several reasons for this: (1) Iran’s economy is increasingly diversified and less dependent on oil and gas exports; (2) global demand for oil still exceeds supplies—and is likely to do so for some time; (3) the emerging multipolar world order undermines the effectiveness of U.S. sanctions as great and rising powers like Russia, China, and India increasingly ignore U.S. preferences; and (4) some Iranian officials may believe that a self-sufficient “resistance economy” can help the country weather sanctions.\(^6\) Furthermore, experience has shown that although harsh sanctions can be compelling, attempts to exert “maximum pressure” (e.g., by halting all of Iran’s oil exports) could spur a military response by Iran. Maximum pressure therefore requires maximum deterrence—but this would necessitate the kind of proactive military posture that recent U.S. administrations have been unwilling to embrace.

Thus, the threat of “crushing” sanctions may in the future no longer deter Tehran from pursuing a buildup, breakout, or bomb. To bolster the efficacy of this threat, Tehran should understand that the United States would respond to any of these actions not only with harsh sanctions but also with a campaign of sabotage, subversion, and propaganda (what Tehran calls “soft warfare”) that builds on sanctions to destabilize the regime.\(^7\) Having seized power through revolution, the Islamic Republic’s leadership fears counterrevolution more than anything else; threats of instability and unrest would therefore hopefully have a deterrent effect.

Tehran, however, believes that the United States is behind periodic bouts of unrest in Iran, and is therefore already waging soft warfare against the Islamic Republic.\(^8\) While Washington provides moral support for Iranian protesters fighting for their rights and freedom, and material support to help them circumvent regime efforts to suppress the flow of ideas and information, it should quietly signal to Tehran that the United States would greatly escalate these efforts if Iran were to cross
any of its nuclear red lines. The synergy created by diplomatic, economic, and military pressures combined with a campaign of sabotage and subversion might provide the leverage needed to resolve a nuclear crisis initiated by Iran. And while some might object that such actions would be provocative and escalatory, it should be noted that by interfering in the 2020 elections and plotting attacks in the United States against former officials and Iranian dissidents, Tehran has already crossed an American red line.

Not just “not useful”: the risk of sabotage, miscalculation, and a nuclear apocalypse. Perhaps one of the most effective ways to shape Iran’s proliferation calculus may be an information campaign that causes it to consider the vulnerability of a potential nuclear arsenal to sabotage and cyberattacks, the destabilizing potential of a dual-use (conventional- and nuclear-armed) missile force, and its own vulnerability to nuclear weapons. While the U.S. government would have an important role to play in enabling the success of such a campaign, many of these information activities would be best carried out by individuals and NGOs better positioned to convey these messages to civil society actors and policymakers in Iran.

Sabotage, cyber threats, and stockpile security. Information activities should raise doubts about the safety, security, and reliability of a potential Iranian nuclear arsenal. They should play on the regime’s conspiratorial mindset and its concerns about foreign intelligence penetration, sabotage, and cyberattacks, as well as the country’s lack of an institutionalized safety culture.

For many years now, Iran’s nuclear program has been targeted by Israel, the United States, and others. Equipment has been sabotaged; senior scientists have been killed; sensitive nuclear facilities have been damaged by explosive, cyber, and drone attacks; and nuclear archives have been removed from the country for exploitation by foreign intelligence services. Moreover, Iran’s military has inadvertently sunk its own ships and shot down foreign airliners, while its civilian industries are plagued by industrial accidents.

U.S. information activities, then, should cause Iranian decisionmakers to wonder whether potential nuclear weapons might contain fatal design flaws or defective components introduced by foreign intelligence services or saboteurs that might render them ineffective or cause them to detonate over Iranian territory. They should reinforce Iranian concerns about the possibility of “left of launch” attacks—cyberattacks or sabotage of delivery systems that could cause missiles or drones to self-destruct before or after launch. (The United States is believed to have already conducted such attacks against both North Korea and Iran; see figure 3). And they should cause them to think about how cyberattacks might affect the functioning of Iran’s early warning and command-and-control systems—raising questions about the efficacy and reliability of a potential nuclear force.

These activities should likewise cause Iranian decisionmakers to consider the possibility that drone or missile delivery systems might be misdirected or rerouted as a result of cyber manipulation, GPS spoofing, or the intentional entry of incorrect target data by insiders working for foreign intelligence services, so that they target sites in Iran—rather than in enemy territory. And they should be led to consider the possibility that Iranian nuclear weapons might be vulnerable to diversion or theft by opportunistic or disaffected military personnel and used to blackmail the regime or to destroy regime targets (e.g., IRGC bases)—or used without authorization against Iran’s enemies, provoking a massive retaliatory response. Growing disaffection with the system and intensified unrest among military-age youth in Iran will only magnify these risks.

This creates a further dilemma for Tehran: concerns that foreign intelligence services might sabotage weapons and delivery systems could limit the utility and appeal of a clandestine nuclear arsenal of questionable reliability. Yet weapons tests would almost certainly be detected, potentially transforming Iran into a North Korea–like pariah state. This may be another reason to not build nuclear weapons.

Dual-use missiles and deterrence stability. The deployment of nuclear-armed missiles would create...
new capabilities, as well as risks and dilemmas, for the Islamic Republic. Short flight times between Iran and Israel (7–10 minutes) and the absence of a crisis hotline between the two countries might cause Israel to respond to Iran's deployment of nuclear-tipped missiles by adopting a launch-on-warning nuclear posture and by pre-delegating use authority to military commanders. This could increase the risks of miscalculation and the use of nuclear weapons during a crisis or war.\textsuperscript{17}

Iran's fielding of nuclear-armed missiles would thus add a destabilizing element to the Israel-Iran deterrence equation. Matters would be even worse if certain units were dual use (both conventional- and nuclear-armed), or if dedicated conventional and nuclear units or delivery systems were to deploy to adjacent or overlapping operational areas during a crisis or war.\textsuperscript{18} Signals would more likely be misunderstood, and in the event of an attack, Israel might not be able to discern whether incoming Iranian missiles were conventional or nuclear. It would then be confronted with the choice of absorbing what might be a devastating nuclear first strike, or launching a prompt nuclear “counterstrike” in response to what might turn out to be a conventional attack.\textsuperscript{19}

Israel's upper-tier missile defenses exist, in part, to deal with such a scenario. Their purpose in the event of a nuclear attack would be to preserve Israel's ability to launch a devastating nuclear second strike with land- and sea-based missiles and combat aircraft.\textsuperscript{20} Because some Iranian missiles might get through these defenses, Israel could be expected to keep its nuclear forces on hair-trigger alert during a crisis or war. Reckless Iranian rhetoric, moreover, including ritual calls for Israel's destruction, might incline Israeli decisionmakers to interpret Iranian actions in the darkest possible light—further increasing the potential for miscalculation.\textsuperscript{21}

The possibility that a massive conventional missile strike might be mistaken by Israel for a nuclear strike and prompt a massive nuclear counterstrike could complicate Iran's military calculus. Tehran might therefore lean on Lebanese Hezbollah during a crisis or conflict to act on its behalf and launch barrages of missiles against Israel. But this could jeopardize its most important regional proxy.

Alternatively, Tehran might try to mitigate risk by launching small salvos of conventional missiles against Israel (at least initially), to reduce the potential for a nuclear response. This, however, would increase the odds of interception by Israel's missile defenses. To enable small salvos to evade Israeli defenses, Iran might deploy missiles with penetration aids and countermeasures (simple decoys, a modest terminal-phase maneuver capability, chaff, or low-power electronic countermeasures).\textsuperscript{22} In a prolonged conflict, Iran might incrementally increase the size of its salvos to improve the chances of their getting through, and to normalize the use of conventional missiles against Israel. But this could increase the risk of miscalculation.

A less prudent and more risk-acceptant Iranian leadership, however, might discount this possibility and launch massive conventional saturation strikes, convinced that Israel would never dare respond with nuclear weapons. The menacing atmosphere created by hostile Iranian propaganda and the use of eliminationist language vis-à-vis Israel—playing on Jewish existential fears and historical traumas—could, however, increase the odds of just such a response.

Thus, the creation of a dual-use missile force in Iran could create a form of nuclear ambiguity that could increase the potential for miscalculation in a crisis or war. It could also render Iran's arsenal of conventionally armed missiles less useful by creating a situation in which their employment might inadvertently pose an existential risk for Iran. The leaders of the Islamic Republic will hopefully bear this in mind when considering how the development, production, and deployment of nuclear weapons could affect their security.

**Iran’s nuclear vulnerabilities.** Iran's public discussion about its nuclear program has traditionally been highly circumscribed, focusing mainly on the regime's proclaimed “right to enrich” and the supposed benefits of nuclear energy and technology.\textsuperscript{23} The debate has addressed neither the vulnerabilities—to earthquakes, cyberattacks, sabotage, terrorism, or military strikes—of the nuclear enterprise that Iran is building nor the possibility that its nuclear program could spur neighboring states to pursue nuclear weapons.\textsuperscript{24} And because the regime has disavowed any interest in nuclear weapons—even while acquiring the means and the know-how to build them—no public discussions have occurred about the horrifying realities of nuclear war. Iranian officials have even mused about Israel's vulnerability to nuclear weapons due to its small size and densely populated coastal region, while overlooking their own country's vulnerabilities.

Thus, former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani suggested in a 2001 speech during the annual Qods (Jerusalem) Day ceremonies that if one day, the Islamic world is also equipped with weapons like those that Israel possesses now, then the strategy of global arrogance will reach a standstill because the use of even one nuclear bomb inside Israel will destroy everything. However, it will only harm the Islamic world. It is not irrational to contemplate such an eventuality.\textsuperscript{25}

Yet with 75% of its population living in cities, Iran is one of the most heavily urbanized countries in the Middle East and Asia, making it particularly vulnerable to a nuclear strike. And with so much of the country's governmental, industrial, and educational infrastructure
Iran’s Vulnerability to a Nuclear Strike

A 2013 study by researchers associated with the Institute for Disaster Management at the University of Georgia simulated the consequences of a nuclear war between Israel and Iran using unclassified weapons effects and fallout prediction software and programs. The study assumed that an Israeli strike would consist of some forty-two weapons (one-quarter to one-half of Israel’s presumed arsenal) of various yields (15–500 kilotons) against Iran’s eighteen largest cities, including Tehran, Mashhad, Isfahan, Karaj, Tabriz, and Shiraz. It assumed that several larger cities, including Tehran, would be subjected to multiple strikes.

The study predicted very large numbers of fatalities because of the compact form of Iranian cities, poor building construction standards, and the inability of Iran’s healthcare system to handle massive numbers of burn, trauma, and radiation patients—many of whom would die from inadequate care. Casualty estimates exceeded twenty million dead (including nearly all of Tehran’s residents in some scenarios) and two million injured. A larger Israeli strike would result in correspondingly greater casualties. In either case, the consequences for Iran would be devastating (see figure 4).26

Thus, a nuclear strike would kill tens of millions of Iranians immediately and many millions more in the months and years to come, as they succumbed to their injuries, hunger, disease, and radiation exposure. Much of the country’s healthcare system and utilities (electricity, water, and sewage) would be destroyed in a strike, and what remained would be overwhelmed by the needs of survivors. The likely result would be a public health crisis and epidemics that would claim many additional lives. The collapse of the food distribution system could lead to mass starvation in some areas, and malnutrition elsewhere.

Many areas would also experience a breakdown in public order, resulting in looting and widespread lawlessness, as well as a loss of social cohesion. The functioning of the national economy would be severely disrupted through mass casualties to the workforce and damage to the manufacturing and agricultural sectors. This, plus the destruction of central government institutions in Greater Tehran, would greatly hinder the country’s recovery. Iran’s stature in the region would be much diminished as it struggled to recover from the impact of nuclear war. Even a limited nuclear strike would be remembered in Iran as a catastrophe on par with the Mongol invasion of Iran in the thirteenth century, whose impact was felt for hundreds of years. Given the magnitude of the climate, environmental, social, and demographic challenges that Iran (and much of the region) will face in the coming decades, a nuclear exchange might be a disaster from which it never recovers.28
concentrated in Tehran, it is particularly vulnerable to a devastating decapitation strike against the capital (see box, “Iran’s Vulnerability to a Nuclear Strike”).

The world came close to nuclear war on several occasions during the Cold War—at the height of the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis, during the 1973 Arab-Israeli war, and as a result of numerous false alarms and accidents.\(^{32}\) Similar scenarios could arise if Iran were to acquire nuclear weapons (as discussed in the previous two sections). Risks would be magnified, and matters complicated further, if Iran’s nuclear hedging eventually produced a destabilizing regional nuclear arms race. In light of these risks, Iran would benefit greatly from the kind of discussion about nuclear weapons that occurred in the United States and elsewhere in the 1960s and 1970s.

This discussion occurred thanks to the efforts of antinuclear activists and of movies such as On the Beach (1959), Dr. Strangelove (1964), Fail-Safe (1964), The Bedford Incident (1965), and The Day After (1983), which helped educate citizens in the world’s democracies about the potential limits of nuclear deterrence and the horrors of nuclear war. And public opinion eventually provided the impetus for efforts to wind down the Cold War–era arms race through arms control agreements that helped reduce tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union and led to dramatic cuts in their nuclear arsenals.\(^{33}\)

It may seem unrealistic to expect such a public discussion in Iran or for it to influence the Islamic Republic’s policy, given the extent to which the regime controls public discourse. However, experience has shown that despite its authoritarian nature (and increasingly totalitarian aspirations), the Islamic Republic is sometimes responsive to domestic opinion. Thus, Tehran has generally avoided potentially costly foreign entanglements—relying on Arab and other proxies to do its bidding whenever possible—given the lingering popular trauma from the Iran-Iraq War. At home, it has periodically relaxed enforcement of its Islamic dress code as well as its ban on satellite dishes, recognizing the unpopularity of these measures.

Because Tehran has not yet declared the acquisition of nuclear weapons as a national goal, a public discussion of this topic—however circumscribed—might help ensure that the Islamic Republic does not build a bomb. Sparking such a discussion in Iran is particularly important because of the growing influence of hardliners who may be more likely to support the development of nuclear weapons.\(^{34}\) U.S. policy should work to forestall the emergence of an elite consensus in Iran regarding the desirability of acquiring a nuclear arsenal, in order to make it more likely that Iran will continue hedging.\(^{35}\) It is hopefully not too late for such a debate, and the U.S. government and independent NGOs should do what they can to start one by disseminating, via social media, factual information in Persian about nuclear weapons and their effects, as well as the aforementioned movies (with Persian subtitles).

**American unpredictability and the “credible threat of force.”** Though President Biden has been criticized for not responding militarily to many of Iran’s destabilizing regional activities,\(^{36}\) he has staked out a bold declaratory policy vis-à-vis the Islamic Republic’s nuclear weapons program, vowing that “Iran will never get a nuclear weapon on my watch.”\(^{37}\) In the U.S.-Israel Strategic Partnership Joint Declaration signed by President Biden and Israeli prime minister Yair Lapid in Israel in July 2022, Biden went even further, committing the United States “never to allow Iran to acquire a nuclear weapon,” while emphasizing that the United States “is prepared to use all elements of its national power to ensure that outcome.”\(^{38}\)

During his speech to the GCC+3 Summit in Jeddah several days later, Biden reiterated that “the United States is committed to ensuring that Iran never gets a nuclear weapon.”\(^{39}\) However, effective messaging is 20% words and 80% action; Washington will need to act to sharpen the impact of these robust declarations.

The United States often surprises adversaries and friends alike with its foreign policy U-turns (see the discussion in chapter 3 regarding American unpredictability). Washington should use this reputation to keep Tehran in a state of nervous anticipation about its stance toward Iran’s nuclear program. It should quietly inform Tehran that pursuing a buildup, breakout, or bomb would result in unprecedented diplomatic, economic, and military pressure. The Islamic Republic should understand that it would risk not only the destruction of its nuclear infrastructure, but the destruction of important military and economic targets and the targeting of key officials in the nuclear and military chains of command.

The credible threat of force is an essential element of any shaping strategy, although for good reason the United States and Israel consider preventive military action as an option of last resort. A U.S. preventive strike on Iran’s nuclear infrastructure would likely consist of both kinetic action and cyberattacks, and prompt a wave of Iranian drone, missile, and proxy attacks on U.S. military bases in the region, and on targets in regional states perceived to have supported an attack.\(^{40}\) The Islamic Republic might also launch cyberattacks on U.S. critical infrastructure, though it probably lacks the ability to achieve truly strategic effects in this fashion.

Tehran’s military riposte would undoubtedly be a harrowing experience for those on the receiving end, though it would likely calibrate its response, given America’s escalation dominance and ability to wreak havoc on the Islamic Republic’s military and economic infrastructure. It is likely that given the opportunity,
Tehran would rapidly de-escalate and revert to the kind of low-level “gray zone” activities that it has engaged in for decades. Moreover, Iran’s ability to escalate is constrained, in part, by the need to avoid unnecessarily alienating the many states that are dependent on oil and gas from the region (especially China). It is thus unlikely that a preventive strike would spark a war, something that both the United States and Iran want to avoid, and have succeeded in doing for over forty years now.\textsuperscript{41}

An Israeli preventive strike, by contrast, has the potential to evolve into a broader, longer conflict involving a range of actors, from Lebanese Hezbollah to Iraqi proxy militias, and even (to a limited degree) to the Houthis in Yemen.\textsuperscript{42} And there is always the chance that it could eventually draw in the United States—a worst-case scenario for Iran—which is why the Islamic Republic wants to avoid even an Israeli strike. Conversely, a preventive strike by either the United States or Israel might cause Tehran to withdraw from the NPT and abandon its hedging strategy and go for the bomb, once its nuclear infrastructure is rebuilt.\textsuperscript{43}

A U.S. or Israeli preventive strike might also drag Lebanese Hezbollah into the fray, causing severe damage to the group’s heavy rocket and missile force—the backbone of Iran’s strategic deterrent—and great harm to Iran’s most important regional proxy. Hezbollah, for its part, would face a dilemma: how to fulfill its obligations toward Tehran without doing grievous harm to its supporters or its civilian and military infrastructure.\textsuperscript{44}

To sharpen the impact of U.S. commitments to prevent Iran from getting the bomb, the United States should demonstrate greater risk acceptance in countering Iran’s regional activities than it has until now. Such actions would speak louder than any words. The United States should respond to gray zone attacks by Iran and its proxies with a gray zone campaign of its own, employing largely covert and unattributed activities to impose costs on the Islamic Republic, while managing escalation and avoiding a broader conflict.\textsuperscript{45}

Past failures to effectively counter Tehran’s activities in the region have often emboldened Iran and its proxies and led to more attacks on U.S. interests, as well as the testing and crossing of nuclear red lines. Tehran would likely see U.S. pushback against its regional activities, as well as the development and testing of capabilities needed for a preventive strike by the United States or its allies,\textsuperscript{46} as a token of America’s willingness to respond militarily to an attempt by Iran to pursue a buildup, breakout, or bomb. In this way, efforts to curb Iran’s nuclear ambitions and to counter its destabilizing regional activities are inextricably intertwined.

In adopting a more proactive approach, however, Washington should—when possible—steer clear of Tehran’s own red lines. Thus, it should avoid trying to completely halt all of Iran’s oil exports unless it is prepared to deal with a military response. It should eschew overt attacks on Iranian soil unless responding in kind to an Iranian attack or the crossing of its nuclear red lines. And it should not overtly pursue regime change in Tehran unless its vital interests dictate that it do so—and it is prepared for a harsh response by a regime fighting for its very survival.\textsuperscript{47}
Notes


14. Not all acts of sabotage may dissuade or deter. The most effective deterrent activities are probably detectable cyber intrusions that demonstrate a persistent cyber presence, translating into an ability to attack Iranian military networks. By contrast, some of Israel’s most audacious alleged covert actions have apparently had escalatory effects: thus, after the killing of chief nuclear scientist Mohsen Fakhrizadeh in November 2020, Iran boosted enrichment to 20% and subsequently started producing uranium metal; after an attack on a centrifuge production facility at Natanz in April 2021, Iran boosted enrichment to 60% and replaced the damaged centrifuges with more advanced models; and after an attack on the TESA centrifuge production plant in Karaj in June 2021, Iran refused to repair IAEA monitoring cameras damaged in the operation, and moved its centrifuge production facilities to more secure underground locations in Natanz and Isfahan. While Iran was probably already considering many of these steps prior to the attacks, the latter may have made it easier for proponents of these measures to convince others to support them, enabling Iran to accelerate its nuclear program.


27. Ibid.


29. A one-megaton device (equal to one million tons of TNT) is roughly equivalent in yield to missile-delivered weapons used by several of the original nuclear weapon states. Previous studies have attributed to Israel the ability to build a weapon with such a yield. See Anthony H. Cordesman, “Iran, Israel, and Nuclear War,” Center for Strategic and International Studies, November 19, 2007, https://www.csis.org/analysis/iran-israel-and-nuclear-war. By way of comparison, the Hiroshima bomb was a sixteen-kiloton device (equal to 16,000 tons of TNT), while the largest nuclear weapon ever created was a fifty-megaton device tested by the Soviet Union in 1961 (equal to 50 million tons of TNT).


35. According to Vinip Narang, the emergence of a consensus in favor of nuclear weapons often heralds a shift from hedging to a strategy of active proliferation. As a result, it is critical to keep domestic opinion regarding the desirability of nuclear weapons fractured to “[fore-stall] proliferation and keeping...hedger(s) hedging.” See Vinip Narang, Seeking the Bomb: Strategies of Nuclear Proliferation (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2022), 6.
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44. Hezbollah’s Secretary-General Hassan Nasrallah could try to manage this tension by launching limited rocket, drone, and missile strikes against Israel from Lebanon and conducting terrorist attacks overseas, but he could not be sure he would be able to avoid yet another ruinous war with Israel, as occurred in 2006. See Associated Press, “Nasrallah: ‘If I Had Known...’” CBS News, August 27, 2006, https://www.cbsnews.com/news/nasrallah-if-i-had-known/. It is also possible, as Nasrallah has suggested on several occasions, that Hezbollah would do nothing at all—though comments to this effect may be calculated to reassure his supporters, as it would be very hard for Hezbollah to completely avoid getting dragged into a conflict between Israel and Iran. See “Nasrallah: If Israel Attacks Iran, Hezbollah Won’t Necessarily Join Fight,” Times of Israel, February 9, 2022, https://www.timesofisrael.com/nasrallah-if-israel-attacks-iran-hezbollah-wont-necessarily-join-fight/.


47. In countering the Trump administration’s “maximum pressure” policy, Tehran was apparently willing to live with crushing sanctions that allowed some oil exports, but it responded forcefully to subsequent attempts, in May 2019, to completely halt them. Tehran has, moreover, been unable to respond effectively to every Israeli or American cyberattack on its critical infrastructure (e.g., the Stuxnet attacks between 2007 and 2010). Iran’s 2012 Aramco cyberattack was seen as payback for Stuxnet or for a cyberattack on Iran’s Kharg Island. It seems likely, however, that Tehran would respond harshly to overt U.S. attempts to foment regime change.
Conclusion

The challenge for U.S. policymakers is to ensure that the risks and costs of proliferation, as well as possible doubts about the utility of nuclear weapons, make the case for hedging (if not reversal or rollback) as compelling as possible. U.S. policy should aim to make what may have been a temporary decision by Iran’s leadership—the adoption of a hedging strategy—as permanent as anything can be in politics, and to give Iranian decisionmakers as many reasons as possible to repeatedly “kick the (nuclear) can down the road.”

Tehran’s willingness to do so will likely depend in large part on its assessment of the likelihood and risk of again getting caught. Timely, accurate intelligence helped expose Iran’s clandestine nuclear efforts in the 2000s, causing it to eventually adopt a hedging strategy. Timely, accurate intelligence will likewise be critical to future efforts to dissuade or deter Tehran from continuing its fissile material buildup, attempting a breakout, or building a bomb.

To this end, Washington should use all available levers of national power—diplomatic, informational, military, economic, and cyber—to shape as many of the factors influencing Iran’s proliferation calculus as possible. This shaping strategy should play on or foster concerns among Iranian decisionmakers about:

- Iran becoming an isolated, pariah state—preventing it from reshaping the international system in accordance with its interests
- The destabilizing potential of harsh sanctions—especially if combined with efforts to foment unrest in the Islamic Republic through a campaign of sabotage and subversion
- America’s unpredictability and the possibility it will ultimately prove willing to use force to thwart Iran’s nuclear ambitions
- The destruction that would be inflicted by an Israeli or U.S. preventive strike against Iran’s nuclear program, which could morph into a broader campaign against military, economic, and leadership targets
- The vulnerability of nuclear weapons to sabotage and cyberattacks, turning a nascent nuclear arsenal into a double-edged sword that could be used against Iran
- The destabilizing impact of the deployment of both conventional- and nuclear-armed missiles, which could undermine the utility of Iran’s conventional missile force and increase the potential for miscalculation in a crisis or war
- Iran’s acute vulnerability to even a limited nuclear strike due to the political, economic, and military centrality of Tehran, resulting in an unprecedented national disaster
- The limited military utility of nuclear weapons for regime protection and power projection
- The potential for a regional proliferation cascade that could pose an existential threat to Iran
Some shaping activities—such as influence operations to heighten Tehran’s concerns about the risks, costs, and uncertain benefits of nuclear weapons—should be persistent and ongoing. Others should lay the foundation for actions—diplomatic isolation, the enforcement of harsh sanctions, a campaign of sabotage and subversion, and, as a last resort, military action—that would be implemented only if Iran crossed U.S. red lines. These activities would hopefully cause Iranian policymakers to question the wisdom of proliferating—buying time for the United States to develop additional sources of leverage over Tehran, and to shape the regional environment in ways that may help dissuade the Islamic Republic from going down this path.

Such a shaping strategy will be necessary whether or not the United States and Iran return to mutual compliance with the JCPOA. This is because the JCPOA does not solve the challenge posed by Iran’s nuclear program—at best, it “kicks the can down the road” and simply defers a crisis until: (1) the deal’s most important limits are lifted, allowing Iran to dramatically increase enrichment capacity (after 2028) and produce unlimited quantities of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium (after 2031); (2) the United States once again withdraws from the deal; or (3) Iran violates the deal, diverts fissile material from safeguarded facilities, or attempts to build a bomb.

If the United States and Iran revive the JCPOA, Washington should work with allies and partners to use the time bought to dissuade Iran from proliferating once limits on its nuclear program are lifted. Should they fail to restore the JCPOA, some kind of shaping strategy will by default be the U.S. Plan B for constraining Iran’s nuclear ambitions.

The overarching goal should be to dissuade or deter Iran from pursuing a nuclear buildup, breakout, or bomb. To this end, Washington should seek broad agreement with allies and partners regarding nuclear red lines whose crossing would prompt unprecedented pressure on Iran (including the possibility of military action) in order to prevent the:

- Stockpiling of high-enriched uranium (a red line that has already been crossed) or the production of weapons-grade fissile material—providing a latent nuclear deterrent
- Diversion of high-enriched or weapons-grade uranium to unsafeguarded hide sites or clandestine enrichment or weaponization facilities—providing a “bombproof” breakout capability
- Research, development, or production of nuclear weapons components and their assembly into a bomb—providing a weaponized nuclear deterrent

These red lines should be quietly conveyed to Tehran, though a successful shaping strategy would hopefully obviate the need to enforce them.

The United States, however, faces a double dilemma. Iran is already producing high-enriched uranium (both 20% and 60% enriched), which—because of the non-linear nature of the enrichment process—already incorporates 90% and 95%, respectively, of the effort needed to get to weapons grade. This would leave the United States or its allies with precious little time to respond should Iran take the additional step of producing weapons-grade uranium (93% enriched), which it could do very quickly with its advanced centrifuges. The first priority, then, is to pressure Tehran to halt—and, if possible, reverse—its ongoing buildup of high-enriched uranium, using all means available short of military force.

Furthermore, the NPT permits the accumulation of unlimited quantities of weapons-grade fissile material as long as it remains under safeguards—effectively allowing member states to create a latent nuclear deterrent. Iran has already provided a pretext for producing at this level: it has repeatedly claimed that it plans to produce nuclear-powered warships, including submarines, which would run on uranium enriched to 93%.

The second priority, then, is to make clear to Tehran that the United States will use all means available, including military force, to prevent the production of weapons-grade fissile material.

From the narrow perspective of nonproliferation law, the United States may lack a firm legal basis for threatening force in such a case—as long as Tehran is in compliance with its safeguard agreements and the NPT. But Washington can argue that the production of weapons-grade fissile material by Tehran poses a threat to international peace and security that justifies such a step, because the Islamic Republic:

- Is an NPT state party that had a clandestine nuclear weapons program and which may still harbor nuclear ambitions
- Has refused to answer questions regarding past possible military dimensions of its nuclear program and about uranium traces found at three unsafeguarded sites—raising questions about whether it is in compliance with its safeguard agreements and the NPT
- Has engaged in numerous violations of international law—including hostage-taking, embassy invasions, assassinations, cyberattacks on civilian infrastructure, terrorism, and attacks on oil infrastructure and shipping
- Continues to transfer arms to actors in Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, and Yemen in violation of UN Security
Council Resolution 2231—the resolution that lends legal force to the JCPOA

- Is providing critical military support for Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in violation of UNSCR 2231

The alternative is to acquiesce to Iran’s buildup of potentially massive stockpiles of high-enriched uranium that could serve as a latent deterrent, spur a regional proliferation cascade, and provide the basis for a sizable nuclear arsenal.

Time may be short. Some of the factors that led Iran to hedge in the past may no longer prove compelling. And the growing influence of hardliners in Tehran may tip the internal balance toward active proliferation in the final phase of Supreme Leader Khamenei’s career, or after his passing. These hardliners may believe that:

- An aggrieved and resentful Russia and China would shield Iran from U.S. efforts to isolate it.
- Iran’s “resistance economy” could weather U.S. sanctions—perhaps with help from China.
- The regime’s security forces could successfully deal with any future unrest or foreign-inspired “soft warfare.”
- Israel and the United States lack the stomach for a preventive strike that could provoke a harsh response.
- Many Iranians would support an attempt to build a bomb—though hardliners are generally not attentive to public opinion.

Some of these hardliners may also believe that military necessity, Iran’s dignity and honor, and the need for reciprocity in interactions with Israel and the United States make the acquisition of nuclear weapons a moral, political, and national security imperative. For this reason, it is more important than ever before to understand what policy differences may exist among Iran’s dominant hardline factions when it comes to the country’s nuclear ambitions, and how they might affect its nuclear decisionmaking.

Tehran, then, may be approaching a nuclear inflection point. On the one hand, the Supreme Leader’s traditional caution and aversion to risk, the success of Iran’s hedging strategy, and its formidable and growing conventional missile and drone arsenal (which may render nuclear weapons unnecessary—at least for now) might cause Tehran to double down on its hedging strategy. Moreover, Khamenei may not want to saddle a successor with a nuclear crisis at the outset of his tenure, so that he can focus on consolidating his rule. He may likewise believe that sanctions relief might help Tehran better manage the unrest now roiling the country. These considerations point to a possible return to the JCPOA.

Yet, because a Republican victory in the 2024 elections would likely herald a return to “maximum pressure,” Khamenei might conclude that it is better for Tehran to face such a possibility with many bombs’ worth of uranium in hand to maximize its leverage. This points to a possible strategy of continued hedging outside the JCPOA.

On the other hand, the Supreme Leader’s desire to seal his legacy, Iran’s strong and increasingly assertive military posture, its dramatic nuclear advances, and the world’s focus on Ukraine may make an active return to proliferation too tempting to pass up. The Supreme Leader may also believe that a protracted nuclear crisis might help rally support for his successor—just as the Iran-Iraq War helped the nascent Islamic Republic consolidate power in the early 1980s. These considerations point to a possible strategy of continued hedging outside the JCPOA.

Washington should therefore be prepared for the possibility that Tehran may rethink its hedging strategy and revert to active proliferation. Iran might attempt a slow-motion breakout in plain sight (if it is not doing so already), or resume the clandestine pursuit of nuclear weapons. Or, more likely, it may seek to advance to the next rung of the proliferation ladder—moving incrementally toward the production of weapons grade uranium or resuming secret weapons work. This further underscores the urgent need for an American shaping strategy to influence the Islamic Republic’s proliferation calculus and “keep the hedger hedging,” lest inaction contribute to the very outcome it has been working for decades to avoid.
Notes

1. These terms correspond, respectively, to the creep-out, sneak-out, and breakout scenarios described in Gary Samore, How Close Is Iran to the Bomb? The Limits of Nuclear Breakout (Crown Center for Middle East Studies, August 2022), https://www.brandeis.edu/crown/publications/middle-east-briefs/index.html.


3. A more carefully crafted nonproliferation strategy would have made 20% enrichment (which is 90% of the way to weapons grade) a U.S. red line, as this would have provided Washington with a much larger cushion. One benefit of returning to the JCPOA, then, is that it would allow for a “reset,” enabling the United States and its allies to rigorously enforce a red line at 20% enrichment in the future.

4. These proposed red lines are more expansive than current and past U.S. nuclear red lines toward Iran, which have focused narrowly on preventing Iran from acquiring a bomb. The topic of red lines is a fraught one in Washington; policymakers generally seek to avoid commitments in order to preserve options, and the United States and Israel have often stepped back from red lines they set regarding Iran’s nuclear program. Moreover, President Barack Obama’s reneging on U.S. red lines vis-à-vis Syria’s chemical weapons program in 2013 has given red lines a bad name. But they can be useful policy tools if they are carefully crafted, policymakers are committed to them, and they enjoy significant bipartisan support and broad public approval. They may, however, be difficult to operationalize, especially against adversaries like Iran that are adept at using incrementalism and ambiguity to erode or circumvent them. For an excellent treatment of this topic, see Shashank Joshi and Hugh Chalmers, Iran: Red Lines and Grey Areas, Royal United Services Institute Briefing Paper, April 2013. See also Graham Allison, “Red Lines in the Sand: Israel’s Credibility Problem on Iran,” Foreign Policy, October 11, 2012, https://foreignpolicy.com/2012/10/11/red-lines-in-the-sand/.


8. The United States, Britain, and France claim that paragraph 4, Annex B of UNSCR 2231 prohibits the transfer of delivery systems that fell under Missile Technology Control Regime restrictions (as set forth in S/2015/546), which reportedly includes drones of the type transferred to Russia. At any rate, UNSCR 2231 requires Security Council approval for such transfers, which were not obtained in this case. U.S. Department of State, “On Russia’s Acquisition of UAVs from Iran,” press statement, October 19, 2022, https://www.state.gov/on-russias-acquisition-of-uavsfrom-iran/.
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